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1. Introduction

During the last decade the Internet has become a vital part of our society.

The pervasive web of its connections penetrates almost all aspects of our

lives. Billions of devices, ranging from tiny sensors to personal computers

to supercomputing clusters, use the Internet to communicate. The Inter-

net carries personal data, news, commercial information, financial trans-

actions, entertainment media, and many other types of information. Data

flows in a multitude of formats: audio, video, text, compressed, cyphered,

etc.

Millions of individuals, companies, enterprises and government agen-

cies rely on the Internet in their operations. The importance of the Inter-

net in our everyday lives dictates high demands for its availability. For

instance, even a break in operations lasting as little as tens of minutes

may lead to considerable monetary losses for a financial institution or a

popular website.

The ability to assure stable working of the Internet relies heavily on

our ability to understand this system. Understanding of its structure and

dynamics is required to pin-point the cause of a problem and eliminate

it fast. Also, only in a system which is well understood, is it possible to

avoid the same problem appearing again. Unfortunately, there are several

factors that severely complicate the task of studying the Internet.

One of the main reasons which makes it difficult to understand how

the Internet operates is its size. When the Internet was conceived as a

research project, it consisted of only a handful of nodes. The next step

was connecting dozens of research institutes and universities. The explo-

sive growth started in the early 90’s, when households and enterprises

began joining the network. According to the International Telecommu-

nication Union, in 2011 the Internet was used by 2.5 billion people [74].

In the same year, Cisco estimated the amount of global IP traffic to be
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Figure 1.1. Internet IP traffic growth, Exabytes per month [33].

31 Exabytes (or 31 million Terabytes) per month [33]. The same study

predicted no signs of slowing down and projected the amount of global IP

traffic would reach 110 Exabytes per month by 2016.

The huge size of the modern Internet leads to several consequences,

which impede easy understanding of the Internet’s structure and proper-

ties. First, there is no centralized control over the Internet, i.e. no single

entity which oversees its functioning and development. In part, this is

due to the fact that with its big size and pervasiveness, the Internet is a

highly decentralized system, spanning all continents and most countries.

Thus, there is no authority that would possess a “map of the Internet” or

a detailed plan of its components and their functions.

Another consequence of the Internet’s immense size is the variety of

user and protocol behavior. Even though the IETF produces RFCs and In-

ternet drafts that should unambiguously specify a protocol’s inter-operation [20],

the implementation details of different vendors still vary [58, 132, 97].

This may lead to unpredictable results, when deployed in the wild. User

behavior also differs greatly due to interests, technical proficiency, age,

culture, and other sociodemographic reasons. Technical diversity implies

that the numerous devices connected to the Internet have different com-

putational and power resources. All these factors result in the diverse

traffic patterns seen in the Internet. The size of the Internet also im-
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plies that even highly improbable scenarios see the light of the day in the

Internet sooner rather than later.

The final main reason complicating our understanding of the Internet is

its dynamic nature. The Internet changes fast over time on various levels.

It may be a change in topology, e.g. when a new high bandwidth link is

installed or a new Internet Exchange Point is joined by many ISPs. Al-

ternatively, it may be a new protocol which drastically alters usage modes

(such as the invention of HTTP [47]), or even a small-scale spike in the

amount of traffic, for instance, due to public interest in a popular event.

No matter how comprehensive a study of some aspect of the Internet is, it

is in danger of being not fully representative, and is destined to get out-

dated quickly. This means that the quest for understanding the Internet

has to be a never-ending endeavor.

In the long tradition of science originating in ancient Greece, the first

step in studying and understanding a complex object or a system is the

act of observation [50]. Aristotle, and many generations of natural sci-

entists after him, performed careful observation of stars, planets, soci-

eties, animals, micro-organisms, elementary particles, etc. The observa-

tion step has several objectives: to collect experimental data (or do mea-

surements, i.e. collect quantitative data), to discover phenomena unex-

plainable within the current scientific paradigm, and to confirm or refute

existing theories. Even though the Internet was designed by humans and,

therefore, seemingly, must have known properties, in its current state it is

so big and complex that it requires constant observations to study its me-

chanics. Consequently, the discipline of network measurements emerged

to tackle this problem.

Network and Internet measurements, which is the broad domain of this

thesis, is a wide area of computer network research with many tasks. The

primary task is collecting network data e.g. in the form of tcpdump traces

or network delay measurements. Next, a researcher must pre-process

the collected data, which will put it into a coherent form and allow the

performance of the next step. In this thesis we call the act of ensuring the

soundness of the data calibration of the dataset. Analysis of calibrated

data is aimed at discovering unanticipated phenomena such as protocol

malfunctions and inefficiencies, routing anomalies, congested links, etc.

Besides finding unusual phenomena, another important goal of network

measurements is to obtain reliable characteristics of the Internet, such as

a typical topology, distribution of flow sizes and rates, dynamics of traffic

13



Introduction

matrices, etc. All these characteristics help in simulating the Internet

and building analytical models by providing realistic values obtained in

measurements to be used as model or simulation parameters.

The scope of Internet measurements is certainly not limited to its tech-

nical aspects. Social and demographic statistics is important to govern-

ment agencies, ISPs, companies, and various different enterprises. For

instance, an ISP may be interested in following the trends in the popular-

ity of certain applications since the wide usage of some applications such

as Napster, KaZaa and BitTorrent can have big impact on the amount and

type of network traffic flowing via the ISP. A company owning a website

would in most cases be very interested in the demographic distribution of

its visitors so that it can improve its marketing efforts, or in case of a large

corporation, make a decision to build data centers geographically closer to

its customers. The degree of Internet connectivity among the population

can be used by international organizations as one of the metrics for scor-

ing the country’s quality of life and technological level.

Internet measurements vary in type, location, scale, the component of

the Internet they focus on and other characteristics. Typical topics and

objects considered in network measurements are: user behavior, protocol

dynamics, topology, traffic, applications, infrastructure, end-hosts, perfor-

mance, etc. The two main types of network measurements are active and

passive measurements. The former relies on active involvement in the

data collection process, usually in the form of injecting traffic into the net-

work. For instance, here one may send ICMP probes or fully saturate a

link to examine its bottleneck bandwidth. Passive measurements are lim-

ited to capturing existing network traffic without interfering. The exam-

ples of passive measurements are recording BGP updates and capturing

all network traffic flowing in the network for later analysis. It is not un-

common for Internet measurement studies to incorporate both active and

passive methods.

It is possible to perform measurements at various locations in the In-

ternet. Researchers can obtain the broadest view when capturing traffic

in the Internet backbone. To do so they can place a capturing appara-

tus inside a bigger Tier 1, a smaller regional ISPs, their peering links or

Internet Exchange Points. One a smaller scale, one can record network

traffic at enterprises, campuses, data centers and local area networks. In

each of the above settings, be it an Autonomous System, an enterprise or a

LAN, it is possible to place monitoring equipment in the core of the given
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network or at its boundary. Each of the two has its benefits: the former

gives a more comprehensive view of network activity inside the organiza-

tion, while the latter allows the capture of traffic entering and leaving the

network.

Obviously, the location and type of network measurements are defined

by the goals of the study. For instance, one of the key objectives of back-

bone measurements is capacity planning. Routine monitoring of link uti-

lization helps to optimally allocate bandwidth in an ISP and accurately

calculate the amount of over-provisioning required in the network to meet

the service level agreements (SLAs). Such measurements also allow the

detection of failures in links at various levels. Monitoring inside enter-

prises or data centers may, for example, pursue the questions of charac-

terizing user behavior or specific properties of transport protocols. Some

enterprises also perform active and passive monitoring of their networks

to identify security threats and detect hosts infected with Internet worms.

On the smallest scale, network measurements and data collection can

be part of a controlled experiment. Such studies can be executed in a

small wired or wireless LAN, or a testbed such as ORBIT [124] and Plan-

etLab [116]. Such experiments are typically aimed at studying the prop-

erties and performance of a new protocol or a modification of an existing

one.

Performing sound Internet measurements is a challenging task [113].

There are a multitude of factors that can interfere with the measurement

process and corrupt the results. For instance, the capturing apparatus

may not be recording the data in its entirety (i.e. some data may get lost

or be discarded at the filtering stage due to a bug) or it may be recording

data in a wrong format. This may require reconstruction of the missing

data if possible, or repeating the measurements if reconstruction is im-

possible and the missing data is crucial for further analysis. Sometimes

conversion from the current data format to a format suitable for analy-

sis is required. Alternatively, the amount of data may be big enough to

severely complicate its handling and analysis. In such cases it is nec-

essary to either discard some of the data or aggregate it. Additionally,

measurements may have precision and accuracy issues, contain biases,

be self-inconsistent, etc. These issues often go unnoticed during the data

collection phase. Therefore, it is very important to perform sanity checks

and properly calibrate the data before moving on to the analysis phase.
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1.1 Research Questions, Scope and Methodology

The main broad research question we investigate in this thesis is how to

properly collect, calibrate, and analyze network traces. These three tasks

are intimately interconnected. For instance, the way the data is collected

imposes certain limits on what conclusions can be drawn from it later.

It also determines what calibration techniques have to be applied to the

collected network traces before the proper analysis of the data becomes

possible.

Due to the large scope of the above research question and the diversity

of scenarios and configurations in the Internet, it is impossible to devise

a general set of techniques that would guide data collection, calibration

and analysis in all environments. Therefore, we limit the scope of this

thesis to enterprise and edge networks. The techniques and methodol-

ogy we develop are mostly applicable to active and passive network mea-

surements conducted in these types of networks because many details of

data collection and calibration are closely related to the topological and

usage pattern specifics of these networks. However, other types of net-

works and scenarios can bear certain similarities to enterprise and edge

networks, which means that some of the findings described in this the-

sis can be used there. For instance, our enterprise traces were collected

from switches, which means that the same techniques can be utilized in

modern data centers, which are built using a large number of commodity

switches.

Thus, the first research question we address in this thesis is: How

should one collect network traces in enterprise and edge envi-

ronments? For enterprise measurements we further narrow down this

question to switch-based measurements, i.e. we ask what are the possible

ways of collecting packet-level data at the enterprise switches. To address

this question we propose and evaluate two capturing schemas, with which

we perform two rounds of data collection in the same enterprise. Each of

the two ways has its benefits and pitfalls, thus requiring different calibra-

tion procedures. Moreover, the design of the second schema provided us

with the ground truth not available during the first round of data collec-

tion, which allowed us to verify some of the calibration techniques devel-

oped for the first round traces. For the edge measurements, we describe

the infrastructure of Netalyzr and explain how we collected the Internet

edge dataset.
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The second research question in this thesis is: How should one per-

form calibration of the collected enterprise and edge data? We

consider calibration of network traces to be our most prominent contri-

bution. Calibration of enterprise and edge network measurements is the

main theme connecting all the work presented in this thesis. Researchers

often underestimate the importance of this step, while neglecting it can

have detrimental consequences for the whole research project. In this

thesis we propose and validate calibration techniques for multiple trace

features. We describe the methodology of preprocessing the traces, untan-

gling ambiguities, and eliminating unwanted artifacts. To convince the

reader of the importance of this step, we demonstrate the consequences of

not performing the calibration procedures.

The third research question we investigate in this thesis is: What anal-

ysis can be done for the calibrated enterprise and edge network

traces? The general goal here is to find and characterize interesting phe-

nomena in the monitored networks. For the enterprise dataset we choose

to do a preliminary analysis of TCP performance. And for the edge dataset

we perform a broad characterization of edge connectivity properties.

The main methodological tool used in our work is exploratory data anal-

ysis [143]. Exploratory data analysis is a set of techniques that allow us to

gain a broad understanding of the data. Unlike confirmatory data analy-

sis, it usually does not involve explicit hypothesis testing, but is rather

used to uncover interesting and relevant trends and phenomena from

the data. It is also commonly used to inform possible models that would

describe the data and generate hypotheses about various phenomena in

it. Exploratory data analysis relies heavily on data visualization tech-

niques and in most cases is an iterative process, where the next iteration

is suggested by the outcome of the previous one. Technically, exploratory

data analysis consists of going through all or most of the variables in the

dataset, studying their distributions and trying to identify relationships

between them. This process often uncovers unwanted artifacts or missing

data, which has to be accounted for with the calibration process.

Due to the high volumes of data we possess, we relied heavily on script-

ing and automation of our calibration and data analysis process. We

stored the enterprise raw network traces in PCAP format. To transform

the raw traces to a readable format, we used tcpdump1, ipsumdump2 and

1http://www.tcpdump.org/
2http://www.read.seas.harvard.edu/~kohler/ipsumdump/
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our custom scripts and tools. For the analysis, we extensively utilized

Bro [111] for reconstructing TCP flows and R language [122] for handling,

studying and visualizing the data. We stored the Netalyzr data in a cus-

tom format, but same as with the enterprise data, we used R language for

its analysis.

1.2 Contributions

This thesis is a summary of four publications. Here we briefly outline the

contributions of each publication. We provide more elaborate summaries

in Chapter 3.

Publication I describes the first round of switch-based data collection in

the enterprise. Here we engage in calibration of the measurement loss,

measurement gain, timing, and the topology aspects of the collected en-

terprise dataset. Finally, in this paper we perform a minor analysis of the

calibrated traces.

Publication II takes a bigger step towards proposing, describing and ap-

plying the methodical calibration of network traces. In this paper we pro-

pose a methodology for progressive and iterative calibration. We demon-

strate the efficiency of the methodology by performing calibration of the

switch-based enterprise dataset collected during the second round of data

acquisition. In addition, we assess the accuracy of the calibration tech-

niques proposed in Publication I as well as tackle the calibration of a new

aspect: measurement reorder.

Publication III presents our study of the high-level characteristics of

TCP performance in the enterprise network. In particular, we assess the

amount of successful TCP connections, application mix, TCP throughput,

and prevalence of retransmissions, out-of-order delivery, and packet cor-

ruption in TCP flows.

Publication IV studies the properties of Internet edge connectivity. Here

we design a data collection infrastructure capable of simultaneously re-

ceiving the measurement data from multiple end-users. Next, we cali-

brate the recorded dataset and analyze multiple aspects of the Internet

edge connectivity.
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1.3 Structure of the Thesis

The thesis is further structured as follows. In Chapter 2 we lay out the

background considerations relevant to our work. Here we also give an

extensive overview of the related work performed by other researchers.

Further, in Chapter 3 we summarize the results obtained in our publi-

cations, thus giving the answers to the research questions stated in Sec-

tion 1.1. Finally, Chapter 4 concludes the thesis, after which the original

publications follow.
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2. Background and Related Work

This chapter covers the background material of Internet and network

measurements in general (Section 2.1), and dives into the specifics of

network trace collection, calibration and analysis. We present the back-

ground and related work on general calibration techniques used in the

network measurements research in Section 2.2. Next, in Section 2.3 we

explain the specifics of network measurements in enterprise networks.

We move to the last area of our research—edge networks—in Section 2.4.

Section 2.5 summarizes this chapter.

2.1 Internet and Network Measurements

We start presenting the background work by reviewing the methodologi-

cal aspects of network measurements. We describe common goals and ex-

isting types of Internet measurements, various practical issues, best prac-

tices, and supplementary techniques such as sampling and anonymiza-

tion.

2.1.1 Common Goals and Best Practices

Internet measurements can pursue a multitude of goals. Most commonly

the goal is to understand the structure, specifics and the dynamics of net-

work topology, traffic, protocol, application or service. A study can focus

on one or several facets of the object under investigation: security, per-

formance, privacy, economics, user behavior, etc. The focus can be either

on answering a certain question about the system or exploring and doc-

umenting its general properties. Ultimately, the results of network mea-

surement studies will help to investigate flaws and improve the perfor-

mance of the networked systems, protocols, applications and services.

A common way to study a system is to model its behavior. For a system
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as big and complex as the Internet, it is hard or impossible to build a

mathematical model which would fully incorporate all its features and

inter-operations [48, 149]. Such models have to focus on a single aspect

or component of the Internet, such as the dynamics of a single protocol

(e.g. TCP [87, 103]) or application [35, 120, 10, 144]; caching [84, 131];

topology [99, 46]; traffic matrices [45, 25]; queuing [19, 140]; etc. Network

measurement studies help to model the Internet and its parts in several

ways. First, some of the studies explicitly introduce empirical models,

which usually take the form of describing the distribution of a random

variable (e.g. flow size or duration) based on observed data [108, 89, 27].

Second, network measurements provide realistic input parameters and

serve as “reality checks” for simulations. This is the reason why Floyd et

al. [48, 49] promote interdependence and complementarity of simulations

and measurements. And finally, data collected in real settings is often

used to validate theoretical models.

Even though network measurement studies vary in many ways, it is

still possible to discern commonalities and work out the best practices in

collecting, calibrating and analyzing network measurement data. Pax-

son [113] summarizes strategies for executing Internet measurements in

a sound way. These strategies are applicable to the majority of network

measurement studies. One of the recommendations Paxson gives in his

work is to accompany data collection with comprehensive meta-data and

annotations, which can help to recreate the details of the measurement

process, both by the members of the research team and also other re-

searchers in the event that they get access to the data. In case of long-

running measurements, it is beneficial to have an automated monitoring

system that does early detection of data collection errors, performs data

quality checks and alerts researchers in case of anomalies.

An important requirement for any data measurement study is to ensure

that the whole research process is reproducible. It often happens that it is

necessary to re-run the analysis from the beginning. The reason for this

may be a bug or an error discovered at one of the analysis stages, or a new

question which to be answered requires a fairly similar to the original, but

still slightly modified analysis. Reproducibility can be ensured by break-

ing down the whole analysis process into stages and creating scripts for

each stage. Ideally, the measurement study should not involve any man-

ual work, firstly because it is very easy to make a mistake when handling

data manually, and secondly because it is easy to forget the chain of ac-
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tions in case the result has to be reproduced. Intermediary data produced

by calibration and analysis scripts may be deleted due to lack of storage

space, but it is always important to preserve the original data. Then this

data in conjunction with all the scripts can be used at any time to repro-

duce the results of the study.

The majority of network measurement studies rely on either active or

passive measurement methodology. Active measurements inject traffic

into the network for the purposes of measurement. Most commonly, active

measurements are used for checking availability of a service or a proto-

col [67, 121], path discovery [142, 88] or bandwidth measurement [119,

128]. The tools that allow performance of these tasks include: ping,

traceroute, NMAP, dig, and other protocol-specific utilities. One of the

challenges of active measurements is ensuring that the injected traffic

does not bias the results [118]. A contrary approach is passive mea-

surements, where the traffic generated by applications and users is cap-

tured at some vantage point. Passive measurements allow less experi-

mental control over the measurements, but do not directly interfere with

the measured environment. Passive measurements are used for a broad

spectrum of tasks from characterizing traffic properties to latency estima-

tions [7, 106, 64, 44, 75].

The Internet was designed as a packet-switched network, which makes

capturing packets—the atomic entities carrying information—the primary

method of doing measurement studies. In earlier days when local net-

works consisted mostly of unmanaged hubs, it was easy to capture all

packets floating inside the network since they were broadcasted to every

end-host. With the spread of network switches it became necessary to use

packet splitters, commonly called network taps or mirroring functional-

ity in switches or routers to capture packets. The growing complexity of

networks and increase of available bandwidth boosted the usage of spe-

cialized or cleverly utilized hardware [36, 21] and software [57]. Alterna-

tively, the researchers could move to non-packet based measurements. A

natural way to aggregate individual packets is to group them into flows—

sequences of packets exchanged between two end-hosts according to a

higher level protocol such as TCP. Flow-based monitoring provides ben-

efits in simplicity of handling and analyzing measurement data [68, 129].

One of the hurdles of executing measurement studies is legal and ethi-

cal barriers. With the goal of protecting online privacy, the laws of many

countries prohibit network monitoring and recording the user’s private in-
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formation [133]. Even for the cases where the laws do not restrict network

measurements, a certain set of rules shaping the boundaries of ethically

acceptable actions should be present. The issues concerning network mea-

surement etiquette are discussed in [6]. Since performing measurements

is a very fruitful and much needed undertaking, researchers have devel-

oped techniques that help alleviate legal issues. For instance, it is pos-

sible to avoid capturing any data that could potentially harm the user’s

privacy, e.g. by stripping any sensitive information. Another way is to

employ data anonymization techniques [150, 105, 105, 93]. The appeal of

these techniques is in the fact that they protect privacy without eliminat-

ing information that may be useful in analysis. An example anonymiza-

tion approach is to replace IP addresses that can reveal the user’s identity

with random identifiers, which nevertheless allow the grouping of packets

sent by a user into flows.

2.1.2 Measurement Vantage Points

The Internet with its tiered structure (Figure 2.1) has numerous distinc-

tive points for conducting measurements. One way to categorize net-

work measurement studies is by the location of the monitoring apparatus.

The typical locations are: Internet backbone, Internet Exchange Point,

smaller ISP, enterprise, data center, campus, local area network. Each of

these locations comprises a number of network devices where traffic can

be captured: edge and internal routers, switches, middleboxes, modems,

servers, hosts, hand-held devices, etc. In the following paragraphs we out-

line specifics and the common goals of measurements in these locations.

The Internet backbone consists of the largest (mostly Tier-1) ISPs, where

due to the huge amounts of data traversing the channels, a great wealth of

observations can be made in a very short time. Because of their business

model, ISPs are very interested in finding optimal routing policies for the

network traffic they carry. In general, the main goal of backbone measure-

ments is capacity planning — the act of ensuring that the network has

enough bandwidth to satisfy current and future demands. Understand-

ing traffic structure and dynamics is instrumental in successful network

provisioning. [16] and [2] are the examples of efforts aimed at under-

standing the details of traffic dynamics inside large ISPs. Other large en-

tities in the Internet are Internet Exchange Points (IXPs) — places where

ISPs can exchange traffic without sending it through an upstream ISP.

In [95, 8, 3] the authors analyze the traffic seen at IXPs.
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Figure 2.1. Tiered Internet structure.

Enterprises, data centers and campuses are similar to ISPs in the sense

that they are usually independent Autonomous Systems (ASes), i.e. orga-

nizational entities which control a number of IP prefixes and define rout-

ing policies within their borders. However, the main difference between

ISPs and these institutions, as well as among the institutions themselves,

is network usage patterns dictated by their operational goals. For in-

stance, enterprises and campuses often consist of many end-hosts used

by employees or students, while data centers comprise many commodity

worker machines that do computations and store data. Measurements in

enterprise networks is one of the key topics of this thesis, and therefore we

elaborate on it later in Section 2.3. In campus networks, which are struc-

turally similar to enterprise networks, the main focus of measurement

studies is usually on traffic composition [52, 29] and network configura-

tion [17, 82]. Data centers have recently become a hot topic of networking

research due to their importance in large Internet companies’ business.

The network measurement community has investigated the traffic char-

acteristics of data centers [15, 14] and their problems such as the root

causes of most common failures, incast, non-optimal TCP performance,

etc [5, 54].

Within the organizational entities listed above, capturing network data

may be done at various vantage points. Deploying monitoring infras-

tructure at gateway and backbone routers in an ISP gives good visibil-
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ity in terms of containing traffic of a large number of users. Also, due

to big volumes of traffic typically traversing these routers per unit of

time researchers can collect a lot of data in a short time at this van-

tage point [24, 63]. An alternative, but closely related vantage point is

switches. The main advantage of switch-based traffic capturing is that

it allows to observe intra-subnet traffic. We used this vantage point in

most of the papers presented in this thesis, and we give its detailed de-

scription in Section 3.1. End-hosts are also widely used to collect network

data. Even though such vantage point placement limits the ability to ob-

serve traffic of the neighboring machines, it allows the probing of different

network paths going through distinct ISPs [112, 114]. The topic of such

measurements is discussed in detail in Section 2.4.

One important type of Internet measurement studies is those that per-

form broad-scale measurements of the wide area network (WAN). This

type of Internet measurements is challenging, since due to the Internet’s

size and diversity it is hard to achieve good representativeness of the re-

sults. One has to perform measurements at multiple locations or other-

wise obtain data which captures the multitude of the Internet’s compo-

nents. A popular way to study WAN and the Internet topology is to lever-

age the Internet’s several distributed and centralized databases, which

allow it to function properly. The two most prominent ones are BGP and

DNS. The importance of these protocols sparked much research dedicated

to understanding and improving them [59, 13]. BGP data is often used for

inferring and studying the topology of the Internet [101, 123, 66]. DNS

infrastructure has several layers: root servers, secondary servers, ISP re-

solvers, and end-hosts. Researchers have studied DNS from most of these

perspective: with configuration files obtained from root servers [76], at the

intermediate level [77], and from the end-host perspective [4, 102, 86].

Researchers often use end-hosts for surveying the WAN or other end-

hosts. In [67] the authors performed a census of the visible Internet by

sending probes to the whole IPv4 address space. [85] describes the experi-

ences and best practices of implementing an Internet-wide scanner capa-

ble of, for example, surveying end-hosts for specific protocol support or OS

fingerprinting. Running wide-scale studies or experimenting with a new

protocol may require the usage of tens of hosts. Since finding such a big

number of machines for experimental and research purposes may prove a

troublesome task, there exists an open platform PlanetLab [115], which

provides hundreds of hosts scattered around the globe, and is available
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to researchers upon fulfilling a few simple requirements. Finally, CAIDA

hosts a network telescope [98] which constantly monitors unsolicited traf-

fic in the Internet.

2.2 Calibration

Internet measurements as virtually any other field of human activity is

prone to errors that may arise from a variety of sources. The dominating

source is perhaps human error since, although usually being automated,

network measurements inevitably require the attention of a human be-

ing, be it the task of designing and maintaining measuring apparatus

or analyzing and interpreting results. Besides explicit mistakes where

the researcher’s actions directly lead to erroneous outcomes, e.g. bugs in

the code or misjudgments in understanding the data, there are unfore-

seen factors that may also easily undermine the quality of results. Such

factors often arise in Internet measurements due to the nature of the ob-

ject in question—the Internet nowadays is a huge and extremely diverse

system binding together a plethora of devices, operating systems, middle-

ware, network protocols and applications.

Obviously, as any other scientific pursuit, network measurement re-

search calls for objectivity and maximum correctness of the results. The

ways of achieving these goals have been already discussed in the com-

munity [113]. Additionally, some of the tools and common practices used

in other fields can help in building confidence over soundness of results.

For instance, following the best practices in software development, data

warehousing and the proper use of statistical analysis reduces the chance

of error. However, this is not always sufficient since statistical techniques,

for example, useful in identifying outliers and providing results that can

be mathematically shown to be correct, are nevertheless useless in the

face of systematic errors. In fact, the absence of systematic bias in mea-

surements is one of the fundamental requirements of statistical analysis

and can be generalized as the assumption of the overall correctness of

measurements.

Ensuring the soundness of complex enough measurement studies may

require more than just relying on proper tools and techniques. We believe

that such studies must make a concentrated effort to search for possible

errors and inconsistencies in data collection, processing and analysis. We

call this process calibration.
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2.2.1 Definition and General Workflow

In narrow terms, calibration means simply tuning a measurement ap-

paratus by comparing its recordings with the one considered to reveal

ground truth. For instance, calibration in the conventional meaning may

include comparing two thermometers, one already known to give accurate

readings, and the other being under scrutiny. The readings are made at

various temperatures, and if a difference in values is found, it indicates

that the latter device has a systematic bias. Such bias usually appears

due to imperfectness of the manufacturing process, e.g. varying quality of

constituents and their composition. In case systematic bias is identified,

the readings from the ground truth thermometer are used to adjust the

second one to account for the bias. Applicability of the conventional notion

of calibration to Internet measurements is explored by Sommers [136].

In our work we extend the above general definition. We use the word

“calibration” not simply as a synonym for doing comparison with the ground

truth, but as a more general term denoting the efforts of ensuring the

correctness of collecting, processing and analyzing network measurement

data. We believe that this part of measurement studies is frequently un-

duly omitted. In the majority of cases, researchers either fail to consider

the quality of their dataset or are blindly convinced of its correctness. The

illusion of correctness is commonly based on intuition (often wrong) or on

ad-hoc and limited probing of the data. In our opinion performing calibra-

tion is crucial for the success and soundness of every network measure-

ment study. And even within the tight page limits of many publication

venues, the authors ought to least mention that they have engaged in the

data calibration procedure in order to bolster the reader’s confidence in

the results of the paper.

Ideally, calibration efforts should start already at the stage of data col-

lection. In most network measurement studies the data collection period

is stretched over many days or even months, and usually produces very

large amounts of data. Early and systematic assessment of the quality

of incoming data helps in spotting measurement errors as early as pos-

sible. In its simplest form, the early assessment may include logging

of errors reported by the capturing software, or, for example, in case of

packet-based measurements validation of packet losses, by recording the

tcpdump’s "dropped by kernel" messages. More advanced techniques may

be study-specific, but some examples of metrics for packet-based measure-
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ments include the number of IP and TCP checksum errors, the number of

packets per unit of time, and the approximate share of higher level proto-

cols. Discovering errors during capturing may lead to several courses of

actions, from adjusting the measurement process to account for the imper-

fections to terminating and restarting the whole data acquisition routine.

In the best scenario, the researchers do not have to alter the capturing

process, but, nevertheless, they do become aware of the caveats associ-

ated with the data, and so have an opportunity to start planning ways to

fix the observed imperfections during the data processing stage.

The majority of calibration actions are performed after the data is col-

lected, i.e. during the data processing phase. The general goal is to have

the data prepared for further analysis. Researchers can start by validat-

ing their implicit assumptions about the data. For instance, for packet-

based network traces such an assumption may be that all the packets

have monotonically increasing timestamps, i.e. are recorded in a correct

order. The list of the assumptions is usually dictated by the goals of the

study. For instance, if the goal is to monitor a number of end-hosts, then

it makes sense to verify that the traces have traffic from all of these and

no other hosts. Alternatively, if researchers set out to survey a certain IP

range, it is useful to check that indeed all the addresses from the range

were queried the right number of times.

Even though each study would require a unique calibration procedure,

there are several common points that can or should be applied to most

datasets. One of the common examples of a calibration process is to con-

vert the data from the raw format into a format more suitable for analysis.

In the case of packet traces this can be a conversion from tcpdump traces

to a human readable format, e.g. with each text line corresponding to a

single packet. Another common calibration task is to filter out unwanted

data points. For instance, if the goal of the study is to analyze the traf-

fic mix seen in the network, then the researchers have to make sure that

the traces do not contain any traffic not belonging to the network in ques-

tion, such as the unsolicited background radiation traffic received by the

network edge device from the Internet. It is also important to assess the

consistency of the data. This task may include identifying missing, am-

biguous or anomalous values, investigating apparent outliers, checking

ranges and distributions of the variables, ensuring that the mutual ex-

clusiveness of certain values is honored or that the fractions add up to

a correct total. While checking for anomalous values, one can also make
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Figure 2.2. Typical network measurement study workflow.

sure that the observed values are consistent with the corresponding pre-

conditions. For instance, the source code logic or the network conditions

may forbid certain values under certain circumstances, and therefore see-

ing these values may hint at an inconsistency. During the calibration

procedures, it is crucial to document and store all the relevant produced

metadata since one may find it very helpful when doing further analysis.

While doing calibration at the preprocessing stage is an important un-

dertaking and can help greatly in confirming data consistency, it is un-

fortunately impossible to envision all possible difficulties or list all the

implicit or explicit assumptions that have to be asserted or refuted. In

practice it often happens that flaws in the dataset are discovered during

the analysis phase. This fact produces a loop-like research pattern (see

Figure 2.2), where upon discovering an error the researcher has to go

back to the calibration phase and only after completing it again returns

to the analysis, during which another flaw may be found. Iterating this

loop is what ensures sound and reliable research results. The calibration

and analysis loop may not only work in the form of calibration procedures

initiated by discovering data flaws during the analysis. It may also go the

other way round, when calibration efforts offer valuable insights into the

nature of the data and even guide further analysis. In this light, one may

view calibration as an initial step in the analysis. In extreme cases the

loop may also contain a return to the earliest step: re-collecting the data.

In general it is hard to draw a solid line between the processes of cal-

ibration and analysis. Many researchers consider data quality checks a

part of the analysis. Though we argue that a dedicated calibration effort

produces far more robust results. It is tempting to think that calibration

can be done on the fly, during the analysis. Unfortunately such a mindset

often leads to numerous ad hoc patches and hacks. For instance, instead

of fixing the data programmatically, one may do the changes manually,

which may leave numerous similar data points unfixed. Or the knowledge

of the observed flaws may be “swept under the rug”, i.e. fully omitted in
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the hope that they are not too numerous and will not have much effect

on the validity of results. We believe that a similar thinking leads to the

failure of many researchers to report the actions dedicated to assuring

the quality of their data in the papers. However, our experience demon-

strates that even a short mention of such actions significantly reinforces

the reader’s confidence in the robustness of the reported findings.

We should note that as in a high-quality analysis, thorough calibration

is a very domain-specific task. This means that one has to possess con-

siderable expertise in the area in order to successfully pursue a sound

calibration effort. For instance, one cannot simply hope that good pro-

gramming skills or an outstanding knowledge of statistical techniques

would allow him or her to perform calibration of the data collected in an

unfamiliar domain. Even though such a person would be able to spot sim-

ple arithmetical inconsistencies like fractions not adding up to a correct

total, not possessing the domain-specific experience would prevent the re-

searcher from identifying deeper flaws, such as incorrect or inconsistent

values.

Calibration is a tedious task, and unfortunately no universal algorithm

would fit all the cases that exist. If one wishes to do a thorough calibra-

tion, then besides following the general guidelines provided above, there

is no other way but to engage in a scrupulous verification of the data at

all levels. Ideally, one has to double-check the results at every step of data

manipulation. It also helps a lot to cross-check the newly produced data

with similar data, but generated in a different and preferable indepen-

dent way. For a thorough calibration one may find it useful to acquire a

bit of a paranoid mindset, anticipating a flaw or an inconsistency at each

step. Keeping the raw dataset, all the scripts that produce the intermedi-

ate and final results, and the notes that describe the thinking behind the

whole process is crucial in ensuring reproducibility of the calibration and

analysis tasks.

We previously noted that it is beneficial to start calibrating the data al-

ready during the data collection phase. However, in some cases it is pos-

sible to go even further and perform extensive analysis of possible data

collection pitfalls prior to actual measurements. In [51] the authors set

out to develop an accurate measurement system for in-context measure-

ments of cellular network performance. Towards this goal, they obtained a

dataset of anonymized flows from an operating production network, which

was primarily used to identify usage patterns and look for biases capable
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of skewing analysis results. To corroborate and refine the findings, the

authors also collected similar data in a controlled environment. Since the

latter featured known conditions, it proved to be a very useful source of

ground truth information. The outcomes of the study are the list of obser-

vations found in the two datasets and, more importantly, the recommen-

dations that guided the authors’ design of a robust and accurate measure-

ment system. Even though one is never safe from unforeseen measure-

ment artifacts, performing a calibration effort even before designing the

monitoring system is a big step towards sound network measurements.

2.2.2 Packet and Flow Granularity

In this thesis we mostly work with packet traces. Thus, the papers dis-

cussing collection and calibration of such traces are most relevant to us.

Paxson [109] describes a tool designed for analysis of TCP behavior using

packet traces. The work recognizes the need for the thorough calibration

of the packet capturing procedure, specifically packet filters. The main

difference between the Paxson’s study and ours is in the data collection

specifics: many of the issues not present in his work arise in our case be-

cause we record packets from multiple switch ports simultaneously. Still,

the four calibration aspects (drops, additions, resequencing and timing)

investigated in the paper are very similar to some of those presented in

this thesis. Detecting packet drops is done in a very similar way—by rely-

ing on kernel reports and TCP sequencing dynamics. We go further than

Paxson [109] in battling additions, or gain in our terminology, which is

manifested in the appearance of duplicates. In our traces we also observe

re-sequencing effects, even though they appear for different reasons. Tim-

ing calibration is very important since it directly influences the majority

of analysis undertakings, and for this reason we investigate it in detail

from several perspectives. In addition, in our work we explored topology

calibration, which echoes the vantage point issues considered by Paxson.

A coarser level of granularity in studying network traces can be achieved

by collecting flows instead of packets. The main benefit of such approach

is that the aggregation of packets into flows produces a smaller amount of

data, which simplifies data storage and management. Sommer and Feld-

mann [135] set out to assess the accuracy of the data collected with Net-

Flow as compared to corresponding packet traces. This is an example of

calibrating a new measurement technique by comparing its outputs with

the ground truth. The authors’ conclusion is that NetFlow is in general a
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valuable tool for network measurements.

In a similar spirit, but in a deeper fashion, Cunha et al. [34] investi-

gate the accuracy of an alternative to NetFlow – J-flow. The authors con-

duct the study in a controlled testbed, which provides the benefits of the

ground truth. The study investigates two of the three main flow mea-

surement parameters: inactive timeout (the amount of time a flow should

wait for another packet) and active timeout (the maximum time a flow

can stay in the router’s cache). The third parameter—sampling rate—

is not investigated, because the authors set out to check the accuracy of

flow collection under the best possible settings; in pursuit of this goal, the

sampling mechanism was turned off. In conclusion, the authors identify

two major measurement artifacts of J-flow. The first is a timing-related

systematic bias, the pronounced artificial periodic pattern and inaccurate

flow start times occurring due to the router’s coarse inactive and active

timeout precision. The second is the measurement gaps created when a

task with a higher priority than flow capturing occupies the router’s CPU.

This demonstrates the drawbacks of using commodity hardware for net-

work measurements as opposed to specialized hardware.

Wallerich et al. [147] set themselves the challenging goal of assessing

persistence of flows by examining NetFlow traces. The obvious difficulty

is the aggregated nature of flow traces. The assumption of a constant

throughput for the whole flow lifetime is unfounded and, therefore, has

to be confirmed or refuted in an elaborate experiment. The larger part of

work in [147] is dedicated to this calibration effort. The main instrument

in asserting the throughput constancy assumption is binning. The au-

thors reconstruct flows from packet traces and split them into bins, with

each bin having an associated computed throughput rate. Then the distri-

bution properties of these bins are compared with constant NetFlow bin

rates. The general conclusion of the paper is that it is possible to use Net-

Flow traces for the task defined above. The degree of inaccuracy can be

controlled using time and flow aggregation.

2.2.3 Topology

One of the calibration facets we engage with in our work is topology re-

lated questions. Topology is an important element of network measure-

ment studies since it is one of the determining factors of the network traf-

fic composition and properties. On a global Internet scale, the peering

relationships between Autonomous Systems (see Figure 2.3) are of big in-
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Figure 2.3. Links between and within Autonomous Systems.

terest. Commonly, these relationships are studied using BGP data, as

reported by several vantage points in the Internet. Chang et al.[26] raise

the question of accuracy of such an approach, and more specifically in-

quires if there are hidden ASs, uninferable from the commonly used BGP

data. Such a question resonates with our efforts of identifying hidden

topological elements—switches—in the enterprise network. The authors

augment the widely used Oregon datasets with several other sources of

AS connectivity information to conclude that such a composition allows

the revelation of hidden peering relationships. The importance of scruti-

nizing wide-spread assumptions is the general lesson of the paper, and is

also one of the central elements of any calibration undertaking.

The work in [94] also relates to BGP. Here, the authors make use of

BGP beacons to study the properties of BGP dynamics such as vendor

implementation specifics, route flap damping, BGP updates inter-arrival

times, and BGP convergence delay. As in our case, the authors discovered

that the raw BGP beacon data was not readily suitable for these types of

analysis. Therefore, they ventured into an explicit calibration procedure.

The calibration actions the authors go through are: baselining, which is

similar to duplicate suppression in our work; signal identification, which

includes grouping semantically similar BGP updates; and noise filtering

to delete artificial and bogus updates. The paper also demonstrates the

importance of the calibration step by signifying the changes of observed

signal delay and signal duration distributions before and after the noise

cleaning—the difference in some cases reached 50% of the original value

of signal delay and duration.

Continuing the AS interconnections topic, and specifically the verifi-

cation of accuracy and correctness of its measurements, [127] takes a
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more formal modeling approach for estimating the number of peering

links missing from their measurements. The authors adapt the “capture-

recapture” technique used in biology to estimate the population of a species.

The main difficulties in adapting were the measurement independence

and unit homogeneity assumptions, which do not hold for the AS link

measurements. Meeting these assumptions, even in their weaker forms,

required calibration of the dataset, mainly removing the monitors that

violated them. Nevertheless, the paper introduces an accurate technique

for assessing measurement loss (e.g. due to sampling) in active measure-

ment studies.

Inferring enterprise subnets from the MAC and IP addresses of end-

hosts and routers was one of the subtasks of topology calibration in our

work. Gunes and Sarac [61] explore the same task on a broader level,

in the wide area network. In addition, unlike our passive approach, the

paper makes use of active traceroute probes to verify the existence of sub-

nets. Also, before the actual subnet inference task, the authors perform

a number of trace calibration actions, such as filtering and combining of

path traces, resolving anonymous routers, etc. More in the spirit of our

topology inference based on passive monitoring is the work by Eriksson

et al. [44]. One of the main tasks discussed in the paper is the reconstruc-

tion of missing measurements, which is a common calibration element in

many studies.

2.2.4 Timing

One of the biggest and most discussed aspects of calibration is timing. The

reason is that almost any network measurement incorporates the time

component, which makes the quality of such measurements directly de-

pendent on the associated timing fidelity. The seminal work which tackles

the problem of timing calibrating was done by Paxson [110]. The paper

considers errors in measuring network delay for packets traversing the

wide-area network. The core problem is that the delay has to be calcu-

lated from the recordings of two different clocks: on the sender and on

the receiver. A seemingly simple solution of synchronizing the two clocks

unfortunately works only on large time scales (hours and days), whereas

packet transit times are far smaller than that and typically reside in the

millisecond or even microsecond ranges. After studying the observed tim-

ings in their traces, the authors identified two major sources of error:

abrupt clock adjustments, when a clock suddenly alters its settings, and
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Figure 2.4. Relative offset between two clocks and clock synchronization.

relative clock skew, which manifests itself as two clocks running with dif-

ferent rates (see Figure 2.4). The paper presents algorithms to account

for both of these artifacts. In our work we go further in studying the tim-

ing fidelity of packet traces, first by investigating sub-millisecond timings,

and second by observing new timing errors in a different environment.

In addition to Paxson’s work [110] there are many other papers that ad-

dress the problem of calibrating one-way delay and round-trip time mea-

surements in different settings. For instance, Donnelly et al. [42] compare

active and passive delay measurements in the wide-area network. Such

calibration is an important step in understanding the limitations of de-

ployed active measurement systems. Yin et al. [151] propose using passive

monitoring to calibrate active delay measurements on the fly. Kandula

an Mahajan [79] demonstrates how to eliminate sampling biases in path

latency measurements, and Lee et al. [83] develop methods for latency in-

terpolation, namely reconstructing latency from crude measurements on

sub-millisecond intervals.

The two papers that further address the problem of timing quality are

those of Pasztor et al. [107], and Veitch et al. [146]. In the former the

authors focus on ensuring the accuracy of a single clock. They design a

new software clock with a nanosecond resolution, and low and predictable

skew. One shortcoming of such a clock is that being based on counting

CPU cycles, it still needs to be calibrated by adjusting the duration of

each such cycle. The second work provides a solution for robust clock syn-

chronization over the Internet. In addition to proposing novel ways of
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using NTP routines, the authors examine the influence of the negative ef-

fects which arise during practical usage of the system: packet loss, server

outages, route changes, temperature and network congestion.

2.2.5 Miscellaneous

In general, the use of active probing for collecting network data is as de-

manding of thorough calibration as almost any other type of network mea-

surement. Unsurprisingly, this fact is even more evident on a big scale,

such as considered in [67] where the authors set out to survey the whole

Internet. As they rightfully state, any system complex enough to be able

to do that is inevitably susceptible to imperfections. Recognizing this, the

authors perform an assessment of the sources of errors, the limitations of

their own methodology and the causes of inaccuracy. The success of ac-

tive probing studies is closely related to the choice of the probing protocol,

which determines how network elements will respond to the probes they

receive. Next, the authors study the possible bias introduced by the choice

of measurement location or vantage point. Concerns about multi-homed

hosts and routers are not specific to this study since their presence would

skew most similar measurements. Finally, the authors investigate the

effects of packet loss on their results, and devise remedies for loss events.

Above we already mentioned several examples of loss related calibra-

tion. It can include detection of loss, estimating its degree, and recon-

structing lost entities. Another example of estimating the amount of loss

and accounting for it is given in [148]. The paper studies worm propaga-

tion dynamics, and reliable measurements of the number of infected ma-

chines can be obtained only after evaluating congestion drops induced by

aggressive worm scanning. The authors use an epidemic model of worm

propagation, the early stage of which can be modeled using an exponen-

tial distribution. Under the assumption that late stage worm propagation

deviates from the exponential distribution due to worm-induced conges-

tion loss, the authors are able to reconstruct the scan arrival rate for the

late infectees.

Barford and Sommers [12] compare the accuracy of passive and active

packet loss measurements in both a controlled laboratory and live net-

work environment. The main outcomes are the high accuracy of passive

(SNMP-based) measurements and the limitations of active probing and

models of packet loss based on it, especially at low loss rates.

In a narrow sense, calibration of a device or a tool encompasses measur-
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ing the deviation of the tool’s readings from the known ground truth and

adjusting the tool to eliminate the systematic bias. Sommers et al [137]

follow this methodology in calibrating two bandwidth estimation tools.

The authors recognize the importance of performing tool calibration in a

controlled, yet realistic environment. In achieving this goal, they propose

designing a flexible laboratory testbed environment, which would allow

both robustly affirming the ground truth and performing complex experi-

ments with realistic settings. Careful study of the two existing bandwidth

measurement tools allowed the authors to identify the sources of inaccu-

racy in them. This knowledge enabled the creation of a refined algorithm,

which was able to properly take into account the negative effects of cross

traffic on bandwidth estimation.

SNMP is widely used for a range of network administration tasks, in-

cluding link load estimation. Since it is known, however, that SNMP has

a set of limitations, the accuracy of such projections is an open question.

To fill the gap, [126] performs calibration of the SNMP readings obtained

in the Abilene network. The authors find that even though the majority

of errors are small, they nevertheless follow a heavy-tailed distribution.

The investigation revealed that large errors often could be attributed to

data collection problems, such as measurement loss.

An interesting angle on detection of measurement artifacts is presented

in [11]. So far we have discussed only the manual means of calibration, i.e.

when researchers are actively engaged in the process. Obviously, a disad-

vantage of manual calibration is that it is too much dependent on human

experience, expertise and prudence. An alternative proposed in [11] is

to use automated anomaly detection, mostly using wavelet analysis. One

type of anomaly the authors managed to identify was measurement re-

lated artifacts, i.e. those induced by problems with the data collection

infrastructure. Not without its own limitations, this approach neverthe-

less offers an interesting addition to a common set of manual calibration

techniques.

2.3 Enterprise Networks

A larger part of the work presented in this thesis is dedicated to the cal-

ibration and analysis of enterprise network traces. Conventionally, an

enterprise is defined as a company or an organization with for-profit, non-

profit, governmental or educational operations. From our perspective it is
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important to recognize that an enterprise is an entity under centralized

control, unlike the Internet. Daily operations in modern enterprises re-

quire the use of a network as a means of connecting the hosts within the

enterprise and accessing external resources. The precursors of the cur-

rent enterprise networks at the dawn of the Internet were small local area

networks (LANs), mostly deployed in research institutions. These LANs

evolved into complex and often mission-critical networks maintained in

numerous enterprises around the globe.

The main motivation for studying enterprise networks is the quest for

improving their reliability and performance, as well as reducing the oper-

ating cost. The related work we review below approaches these goals from

various angles. Some of the papers analyze traffic composition, locality

and link load, which upon spotting inefficiencies may result in switching

down certain internal services or in altering the topology by adding, mov-

ing or upgrading network elements to provide higher performance and

eliminate bottlenecks. A related topic is user profiling and traffic pattern

classification, which enables modeling of the network evolution and fore-

casting the future needs of the network. A large body of work is devoted

to fast and accurate troubleshooting of the network problems that arise

in enterprises—one of the most important tasks of enterprise network op-

erators is to ensure break-free network operation or at least minimize its

downtime. Other important topics which we cover here and which can

benefit from network measurements are security and energy efficiency in

enterprise networks.

2.3.1 General Characteristics

Each enterprise network has two main components: internal infrastruc-

ture and connection to the WAN (see Figure 2.5). In the simplest cases,

the former can be merely a single router providing Internet access to a

handful of hosts. A middle-sized enterprise may have hundreds or thou-

sands of hosts and a number of internal servers. For instance, a company

can have its email, web and storage servers deployed physically inside

its premises. Such an enterprise usually has one or two border routers,

several internal routers and numerous switches. A big enterprise net-

work may consist of tens of thousands and, in rare cases, hundreds of

thousands of hosts, and it is not uncommon for such an enterprise to be

multi-sited with offices scattered over different countries or continents.

The company’s sites are usually connected to permanent VPN tunnels to
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Figure 2.5. An enterprise network.

give the employees secure access to all internal resources. Large enter-

prises are very likely to have a vast infrastructure of internal services,

and their internal network architecture tends to be very complex.

Since enterprise networks are characterized by centralized control, it is

very common for a large enough enterprise to have a single Autonomous

System number assigned to it. It is typical for an Autonomous System

to have all routers within its boundaries using a single routing protocol.

Nowadays, the most commonly used internal routing protocols in enter-

prises are IS-IS, OSPF and EIGRP [93]. The border (also called gateway)

routers serve the links to other ASes and upstream ISPs and use either a

default route in simpler cases or BGP in more complex setups for commu-

nication with external networks. It is important to note that the concepts

of Autonomous Systems and enterprise networks overlap only partially.

First, not all enterprise networks have an associated AS number, which

usually happens if they are a part of a bigger network and share the same

routing policies, and therefore assigning them an AS number is not jus-

tified. Second, the concept of an Autonomous System is more generic —

besides enterprises, AS numbers are assigned to ISPs.

As we mentioned earlier, we limit the scope of this thesis to two envi-

ronments, one of them being enterprise networks. Specifically, this means

that we do not consider other types of networks, such as ISPs. The main

distinction between the two is in purpose, composition and usage patterns

of the network. Unlike an enterprise where the network is typically used
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to provide connectivity to employees, the core business of an ISP is to sell

Internet access to enterprises and private individuals. This distinction

leads to a large difference in constituents: ISPs do not have many end-

hosts in their network, they are capable of carrying larger amounts of

traffic than enterprise networks, and the profile of their internal services

has little in common with typical enterprise services.

Other types of modern networks that we do not cover in this thesis are

data center networks. Data centers, especially those utilizing commodity

hardware, emerged very recently in response to the growing need for large

scale storage and computational power. They still continue to develop and

in high likelihood did not assume their final shape yet. As with ISPs, the

purpose and structure of data centers is very different from those of an

enterprise. The current trend in designing data center infrastructure is

to use commodity network equipment, which makes cheap switches the

main building block of data center networks. Since our work with enter-

prise traces is focused on data collection at switches, we believe that our

findings are applicable to similar tasks in modern data centers.

Finally, we note that there is little difference between campus and enter-

prise networks. Indeed, our network traces were collected at a research

laboratory, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. While it is not ex-

actly a campus network, conceptually it is not far from one. The similarity

of enterprise and campus networks is defined by their purpose: providing

connectivity to internal users. There may be slight usage differences be-

tween the two, but at least structurally they can be viewed as one type of

network.

2.3.2 Vantage Points

Observing a typical enterprise network structure reveals three main can-

didates for data collection vantage points: routers, switches and end-

hosts. One may pick an internal or gateway router for obtaining a high-

level view of the network, with the former capturing a majority of local

traffic and the latter observing all the packets leaving and entering the

enterprise. The drawback of router-based monitoring is the limited vis-

ibility of intra-subnet traffic. Since routers usually mark boundaries of

subnets and forward only IP traffic, much of the chatter happening inside

a subnet may remain unseen to them. This problem can be addressed

by switch-based monitoring—the approach we chose in most of our pa-

pers. Traces collected at routers and switches may be both packet and
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flow based, the latter typically being in NetFlow or Jflow format. The

final vantage point in an enterprise is the end-host. These may include

desktops and laptops used by employees, and enterprise servers (e.g. web

server or email server). The main advantage of data collection at end-

hosts is full visibility of the users’ network activity. In some cases it is also

possible to gather additional information from the host’s operating system

(application-specific data, system calls, etc) to supplement the network

traces. However, there are several drawbacks in end-host data collection.

One is that the researcher has to write portable software which will run

on various hardware architectures and operation systems. Another is con-

nected to administrative hurdles: it is hard to incentivize a large enough

number of people to install data collection software on their machines.

This issue is not present in switch and router based monitoring, where

one can monitor big portions of the network with little effort.

Ensuring representativeness of the data—one of the main challenges of

the whole Internet measurement field—is not alien to enterprise traffic

analysis. Obviously, the biggest question is whether the results obtained

in a single enterprise would apply to another enterprise. Admittedly, this

is far from always being the case, which, however, should not deter the

community from studying enterprise networks. In any case, the number

of enterprise networks in the world is far too large to try to conceive a

holistic study that would embody all of them. And in a situation when

obtaining network traces from multiple enterprises is nearly impossible

for a single researcher, the best we can do is publish the results charac-

terizing a single network and then “compare notes”.

But the problem of representativeness is certainly also present even

when collecting traffic from a single enterprise. As we discussed earlier a

large enterprise may easily comprise tens of thousands of machines, en-

suing a huge variety of services, applications, protocols and usage modes.

The question is how to take a trustworthy snapshot of such a big and

complex system. Firstly, a successful analysis of an enterprise network

requires a systematic and carefully designed effort. Ideally, one should

monitor all the existing components of the network. But since this is

clearly not possible for networks over a certain size, one has to employ

sampled data collection. As is widely known from the theory of experi-

ment design, the samples must be randomized. When applied to our do-

main, this means that the end-hosts or switch ports we choose to monitor

must be selected randomly. This is easier to do with switch and router
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based studies since in end-host-based studies the population of employees

who opt for installing the monitoring software may easily be biased to-

wards tech-savvy personnel. Second, one has to ensure that the data was

being collected long enough to capture all diurnal variations in usage and

traffic patterns. And finally, one must thoroughly identify and account for

biases during the calibration stage of the study.

2.3.3 Traffic Characteristics

One of the earliest attempts to characterize LAN traffic was undertaken

by Gusella [62]. He used a single UNIX machine to collect traffic in a 10

Mb/s Ethernet campus network of the University of California at Berke-

ley. The traces spanned three weeks and consisted of packet headers.

First, the paper analyzes overall traffic properties, such as network load,

distributions of packet length and interarrival time, protocol mix, locality

and Ethernet contention. Next, the author makes an analysis of the fol-

lowing specific protocols: TCP, Network Disk Protocol and Network File

System Protocol. In its conclusion, the paper offers suggestions on net-

work capacity planning for networks with diskless workstations.

The work by Pang et al. [104] is usually considered seminal for modern

enterprise traffic analysis. It is close in spirit to [62]. Pang et al. also give

a high-level overview of traffic characteristics and then investigate the

properties of specific applications and protocols. In contrast to [62], the

network traces in this work were collected from the internal routers of the

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. Before engaging in the analysis,

the authors had to calibrate the network traces by removing scanning

traffic, which constituted 4-18% of connections across datasets and there-

fore could skew the results. The analysis starts with a broad breakdown

of observed applications. Continuing into locality analysis, the authors

make an interesting observation that the variety of internal application

usage is higher than that of the WAN. Further, they give the detailed

characteristics of the traffic of these applications such as the connection

success rate, duration, size, and so on for web, email, DNS, NetBios, NFS

and backup services. Finally, the paper confirms that the enterprise net-

work is mostly underutilized.

Both in [60] and [55] the authors set out to collect enterprise traces

on end-hosts. Data collection software was downloaded and installed by

volunteer employees, and the majority of end-hosts in these works were

laptops. The focus of the first paper is on enterprise network health as
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measured by the share of non-useful flows. A non-useful flow is defined

as an unsuccessful flow which failed to establish a meaningful communi-

cation between the initiator and the responder. In the case of TCP, such

flows would not have successfully completed a three-way handshake. For

UDP they would not see traffic in both directions. The biggest limitation

of such a simplistic definition is that it misses other types of non-useful

flows that managed to establish a proper connection, but did not carry any

traffic or were terminated before completing a logical application layer op-

eration. As a general result, the authors have identified 34% of non-useful

flows. Of the outgoing connection failures, 90% happened within the first

four minutes of acquiring a new IP address, which is explained by a user

moving from one locale to another (e.g. from a public hotspot to the en-

terprise network) and the host trying to re-establish old connections. The

major outcome of the paper is that environmental awareness can decrease

the number of failures in mobile enterprise devices.

The second paper ([55]) further explores the question of host locality.

The authors recognize three locales: inside the enterprise, with VPN out-

side of the enterprise, and without VPN outside of the enterprise. The

goal is to derive and compare user profiles in these three environments.

The main finding is that the diversity is high both for the single user’s be-

havior in different environments and also the behavior of different users

in a single environment. The inability to derive a “typical user” profile

leads to complications in creating automated anomaly detection systems

that usually recognize anomalies as outliers beyond a certain threshold

derived from the normal behavioral profile. The possibility for improve-

ment of such systems lies in personalized environmentally aware anomaly

detection.

One of the sub-tasks of enterprise traffic analysis is the analysis of spe-

cific protocols operating in enterprise networks. In [145] the authors look

at media conferencing traffic in a multi-branched enterprise. The traces

they collected consisted of IP video and audio call logs. The main contri-

bution is the study of the impact of various factors on call quality. The

authors consider network environment (wired vs. wireless connection,

VPN vs. unprotected Internet access, inter- vs. intra-branch communica-

tion), QoS services (VLANs and DiffServ DSCP) and branch provisioning

policies. In line with the authors’ findings, the highest impactor of low call

quality is packet loss, which can be mitigated among other things by as-

signing a separate VLAN ID to the VoIP traffic and prioritizing the traffic
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with DiffServ DSCP bits.

VPN is commonly used in enterprises as a mechanism for ensuring a

secure connection to the enterprise core network from an insecure public

environment. The need to efficiently interconnect multiple offices of a sin-

gle enterprise with VPN led to the invention of multicast VPN (MVPN).

It is especially actively used by VPN providers—companies that sell VPN

connectivity services to multi-site enterprises. Such services may also be

provided by ISP providers. In [81] Karpilovsky et al. collected MVPN

traffic at the egress routers of a Tier-1 ISP. The authors study general

multicast flow characteristics: rates, durations and throughput, as well

as the characteristics that are multicast specific, such as the number of

receivers. They describe a peculiar finding that most multicast communi-

cation can be replaced with unicast flows without hindering performance,

but at the same time decreasing the amount of state in routers.

In the beginning of this section we mentioned the routing protocols

commonly used inside ASes and enterprise networks: OSPF, IS-IS and

EIGRP. A good understanding of their workings allows for reliable and

stable network operation. Shaikh et al. [130] study the dynamics of Link

State Advertisement (LSA)—one of the building blocks of OSPF. LSAs are

broadcasted between routers to allow each of them to build a consistent

global view of the network topology. The focus of the study is on finding

a baseline for the frequency of LSA packets and analyzing the anoma-

lies observed to be beyond the inferred baseline. Maltz et al. [93] make

a detailed examination of how routing protocols are used in operational

networks.

2.3.4 Behavior Profiling

Traffic and user behavior profiling in an enterprise is a common goal of

network measurement studies [43, 139, 28, 96]. These papers take a for-

mal approach to profiling by creating formal classification models. En-

Najjary et al. [43] use a logistic regression classifier based on three fea-

tures (direction of the packet, PUSH flag, packet size) extracted from the

first four packets of the flow. They build classifiers for the 10 ports which

account for more than 80% of traffic in their traces. The results demon-

strate high accuracy and precision for classifying both encrypted and non-

encrypted traffic.

Unlike [43] which classifies flows, [139] creates a model for classifying

hosts by their behavior. The main idea here is to utilize the similarity
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in the sets of hosts with which a machine communicates. The intuitive

premise is that hosts which perform similar functions should communi-

cate with about the same set of nodes. Though due to high behavior vari-

ation, two runs of the above algorithm may produce different groupings.

To overcome this issue, the authors supplement the model with a next

step: correlation of grouping results. Two groupings produced with differ-

ent runs of the grouping step are correlated with each other to yield more

robust logical host role classification results.

Both [28] and [96] apply node behavior profiling for the purposes of se-

curity. After deriving normal communication patterns using historical

data, it becomes possible to detect abnormal activity such as malicious

scanning or worm propagation. The features used in such classifications

usually include the transport layer 5-tuple as well as the number of pack-

ets and bytes sent/received. In practice, the number of false positives can

be adjusted by the model parameters. But usually its level is high enough

to require human inspection of the triggered security incidents.

2.3.5 Troubleshooting

An important task faced by all enterprise network operators is troubleshoot-

ing network failures. Often due to the complexity of enterprise networks it

may be hard to pin down the root of the problem. To address this issue [9]

proposes the Sherlock system—a multi-level fault inference engine. The

core idea is to form an Inference Graph of dependencies between all net-

work and IT infrastructure components. Sherlock is user-centric, i.e. it

only reports problems that directly affect user perceived performance as

opposed to merely reporting diagnostics data. The first step in initializing

the Sherlock system is forming the Inference Graph. This is done auto-

matically by monitoring the hosts’ activity to determine the services they

use and supplementing this with the information about networking ele-

ments. When the system detects abnormally high response times for re-

quests, it produces a list of possible failure chains in the Inference Graph

ranked by likelihood. The network operators can then easily investigate

the localized root cause of the failure.

Kandula et al [80] also rely on the dependency graph of enterprise net-

work components to identify failure culprits. One of the challenges solved

in the paper is failure root cause detection with a fine-grained level of

granularity. Unlike [9] which operates at host level, [80] considers pro-

cess and configuration entry level of granularity. Another challenge faced
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in the paper is to infer the problem cause without much knowledge of

application-specific interactions. The latter is achieved by relying on a

system that tracks historical interdependencies between components to

predict the likelihood of impacting the behavior of other components in

the future.

2.3.6 Wireless Networks

As the popularity of Wi-Fi networks increased, they began getting in-

stalled in enterprises. All the advantages of 802.11 networks: wireless

medium, mobility of hosts, ease of deployment—may also be seen as fac-

tors complicating their troubleshooting. Cheng et al [30] tackle the prob-

lem of enterprise wireless network troubleshooting with the focus on data

transfer delays. The authors created models for sources of delays from

physical to transport layers, including the MAC layer and mobility mech-

anisms. These models are used to infer the state of the system at times

of abnormal delays when the corresponding system parameters cannot be

measured directly. One of the findings in the paper is that in most cases

no single phenomenon at a single layer is enough to explain the observed

performance degradation, and hence a holistic analysis approach is re-

quired to fully grasp the source of the problem.

The two other papers that investigate the topic of 802.11 networks in

an enterprise are [31] and [100]. The former introduces Jigsaw—a dis-

tributed wireless monitoring system for capturing data from physical,

link, network and transport layers. The challenges of trace calibration

faced by the authors echo our own. First, the contemporaneous traces

collected at multiple locations have to be merged, which raises the ques-

tion of clock synchronization discussed in Section 2.2.4. The authors use

broadcasted packets seen by multiple receivers as reference frames or bea-

cons. Next, similarly to our work the authors eliminate duplicates — mul-

tiple instances of a single physical packet. To finalize the trace assembly,

Jigsaw performs link and transport layer reconstruction.

Even a medium sized enterprise network may require deployment of a

large number of wireless access points. Though this will increase the cov-

erage and the maximum number of concurrent users, it does not directly

solve the problem of improving the wireless network capacity. Murty et

al [100] propose DenseAP—a centralized system that, given a dense de-

ployment of wireless access points, would improve overall network perfor-

mance by controlling which access points the clients associate with. The
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centralized controller is also able to force a client to move to another ac-

cess point with less load than its current one. In addition, it intelligently

controls channel allocation for the pool of access points.

2.4 Edge Networks

Alongside data collection, calibration and analysis in enterprise networks,

in this thesis we also investigate the application of the same questions in

relation to edge networks.

2.4.1 General Characteristics

The term edge network refers to the outermost components of the Inter-

net infrastructure as seen from the perspective of the Internet core. Two

main entities comprising the Internet edge are last mile ISPs and home

networks (see Figure 2.6). The edge ISPs are typically small Tier-3 ISPs

whose business model consists mainly of buying bandwidth from the up-

stream ISP and selling access to the Internet to households and small

companies.

There is a multitude of network access technologies for providing the

last mile access to end users. In the early days, dial-up access [71] with a

modem making the call over a public phone line was the most widely used

way to connect to the Internet. With the growth of interest in the Internet

from the general public, ISPs had to develop technologies providing higher

connection speeds than dial-up modems. These technologies got the col-

lective name of broadband Internet access. One of the first broadband

technologies which gained a lot of popularity in the 90’s was ISDN [73],

which similarly to dial-up connections relied upon telephone wires. The

tradition of using telephone networks for Internet access continued with

the invention of DSL [70]. Cable connection [22] provides an alternative

to copper telephone wires—it utilizes coaxial cable television infrastruc-

ture. One of the last arrivals among broadband technologies was optical

fiber connections [72].

In addition to the wired Internet access technologies in the recent years,

we have seen the rise of wireless broadband Internet. The families of

protocols in 2G, 3G and 4G networks [1] provide Internet connectivity

to billions of mobile devices. Several ISPs around the globe have recently

started providing households and small businesses with WiMAX [69] broad-
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Figure 2.6. An edge network.

band Internet access. It is a common consensus that reliance on wireless

Internet access technologies will continue to grow in the future.

As we already mentioned, broadband subscribers are mostly private in-

dividuals and small companies. Even though there is usually only one

link between the Tier 3 ISP and the subscriber, the link can be used by

several people. After the link arrives at a gateway such as an ADSL or

a cable modem, the connection can be shared either using Ethernet or

Wi-Fi. The former case requires an Ethernet router or switch, and the

latter a WiFi access point; there are also hybrid devices combining both

alternatives. Residents of a modern household can connect a variety of

devices to the Internet: desktop computer, laptop, tablet, mobile phone,

TV, network-attached storage, sensors, etc.

It may seem that in some aspects enterprise and edge network are sim-

ilar. After all, both receive Internet access via a link to an ISP and dis-

tribute the connection among end users. The core difference lies in the

scale, which produces multiple differences between the two types of net-

works. Since enterprise networks are much larger, they require a higher

bandwidth link, which limits the choice of access technologies. But most

importantly, unlike simple home LANs, enterprise networks have a com-

plex topology. An enterprise may have several internal routers, multiple

switches and Wi-Fi access points, various servers, and hundreds or thou-

sands of hosts. Managing all this complexity usually requires a dedicated

enterprise IT department. Having relevant expertise, the IT personnel

can configure the network and service to operate optimally, while edge

subscribers often simply rely on the default settings of their devices. In

addition, enterprise networks may have security policies and internal ser-

vices not commonly found in home networks. And finally, the usage modes

in the two types of networks are very different since the first usually in-

volves the work environment, while the latter is, in most cases, used dur-

ing leisure time.
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2.4.2 Link Characteristics

Edge networks have attracted much attention from researchers because

their performance has a big impact on the quality of service perceived by

the end users. But due to the multitude of factors at play, it is not always

straightforward to analyze the performance. Settings at the ISP equip-

ment, home gateway, switch or wireless router, end-host operating system

can all influence the quality of the Internet connection. The details of ap-

plication, transport and network layer protocols also play a big role in the

perceived Internet connection latency. And of course, the characteristics

of the link between the ISP and the subscriber’s premises, such as band-

width and modulation technology, set the upper bound on the connection

speed. In the remainder of this section, we review the research work done

previously on the topic of edge network performance and characteristics.

With the widespread appearance of broadband links, it became impor-

tant to understand their characteristics and identify the ways in which

they are different from the well-studied backbone, enterprise and cam-

pus links. [40] focuses on DSL and cable links, which were and still re-

main the most dominant broadband technologies. The authors performed

active measurements by sending probes from measurement hosts under

their control to selected broadband end-hosts. They chose measuring link

bandwidth, packet latencies, jitter and loss as the goal of the study. Dur-

ing and after the measurement trace collection phase, the authors per-

formed extensive calibration of their methodology and verified numerous

assumptions about the methodology. The findings reveal low packet loss

in DSL and cable ISPs, long-term stability of link bandwidths and high

last-hop delay in DSL connections. Interestingly, the authors managed

to detect traffic shaping by ISPs, which manifested itself in the form of

abrupt bandwidth changes.

Unlike the previous study, many researchers approach the problem of

analyzing last-mile link characteristics from the user’s local network. The

vantage point may be at a home gateway, modem or end-host machine, but

the general idea is to observe link behavior from the subscriber’s point of

view. We employ the same approach in our work with Netalyzr. In [138]

the authors had access to a deployment of 4000 home gateways. They

identified traffic shaping by the ISP, congestion, and the influence of the

link technology as the main sources of throughput variability. In regard

to packet latency, the most dominant factors included intervening traffic
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from other applications, buffering and access link quality. [23] studied the

same link characteristics: throughput and latency, but relied on crowd-

sourced data of a Flash-based openly available connection performance

measurement tool. The free nature of the tool allowed collection of the

data not only from the US, but from many other countries in the world.

[23] confirms most of the results obtained in [138], but also describes sev-

eral new findings not observed in the previous work. For example, the au-

thors report clusters of low performance links and a correlation between

latency and distance from the end-host and the measurement server.

Given the importance of bandwidth as an edge link performance indica-

tor, many researchers and companies have created free and commercially-

available speed measurement tools. Goga and Teixeira [56] give an overview

of existing bandwidth estimation techniques and compare their perfor-

mance. The most commonly used approach floods the link with the in-

tention of reaching the maximum available throughput. The researchers

have also developed other techniques such as the sending of packet trains

and deducing the available bottleneck bandwidth from the dispersion ob-

served at the receiving server. Analysis of the traces collected in a semi-

controlled broadband environment and a fully controlled testbed showed

that some of the tools can underestimate the bandwidth by more than

60%. The reason for this lies mostly in the inability of some types of home

gateways to sustain high packet forwarding rates.

The authors of [18] take an interesting approach to conducting link and

ISP characterization measurements from end-hosts. They suggest using

bandwidth intensive tools such as peer-to-peer file sharing applications

for this purpose. Specifically, they explore the possibility of doing this

with an extension to a BitTorrent client. This approach satisfies three

requirements: scalability, continuity of monitoring, and the view from the

edge.

2.4.3 Traffic Properties

Prediction of traffic growth rate is an important task since it allows back-

bone and local ISPs to plan ahead for the increase in capacity demand,

thereby producing a roadmap for upgrading their infrastructure. In [32]

the researchers study the trend of residential traffic growth and shed light

on the main driving factors behind the pace of growth. Their work focuses

on six major Japanese ISPs, together provisioning 42% of Japan’s Internet

traffic. They compare the traces collected at a three year interval (in 2005
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and 2008), with Fiber-To-The-Home as the main last-mile technology. The

authors articulate an interesting finding that the traffic growth is fairly

moderate and is slower than the ISP capacity growth. Their explanation

for this peculiar phenomenon relies on the observation that the dominant

peer-to-peer traffic volumes increase slowly, while the video and other rich

media traffic have yet to show considerable growth in the following years.

As a consequence of bandwidth usage growth being slower than avail-

able capacity growth, one may assume that users do not fully utilize their

residential connections. Siekkinen et al. [134] set out to confirm or refute

this hypothesis by looking at a 24-hour packet trace of several thousand

ADSL subscribers. First, they confirmed the commonly accepted asser-

tion that peer-to-peer file sharing applications are the biggest contributor

to the traffic volumes in edge networks. Second, the authors studied link

utilization and found that it was very low, with 80% of clients most of the

time consuming less than 20% of their downstream bandwidth. Finally,

and most interestingly, the paper sheds light on the root causes of low

channel utilization. The primary limiting factor turned out to be the peer-

to-peer file sharing applications themselves. Many users limit the upload

rate in such applications, which leads to slow download rates among their

peers.

Maier et al. [90] dive deeper into the structure and characteristics of

residential traffic. They had a perspective similar to [32]—they collected

traffic at a major European ISP. The traces, though, contained traffic only

from one Internet access technology: DSL. Hence, many of the findings

reported by the authors have roots in this particular technology. For in-

stance, the paper reports short DSL session durations, with a median of

up to 30 minutes, which means that the end-hosts change their IP ad-

dresses very frequently. Startlingly, the authors found that the latency of

the DSL channel dominates the overall latency of user connections. In ad-

dition, corroborating [134], they showed that users rarely fully utilize the

available bandwidth. Though being a more recent study, [90] contradicts

the findings of earlier works by stating that the share of peer-to-peer traf-

fic in residential connections is small compared to HTTP traffic. A closer

look at the composition of HTTP flows reveals heavy usage of video and

other media assets as well as direct downloads of archived files from file

sharing websites.

Continuing the topic of video traffic, Gill et al. [53] explore YouTube traf-

fic as seen from the edge. The work tries to identify the characteristics
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of YouTube traffic such as usage patterns, distribution of video popular-

ity, file properties, and transfer modes. In addition, the authors contrast

YouTube traffic with other types of traffic and predict the consequences of

video traffic growth for edge network and ISP infrastructure. One such

consequence is the appropriateness of caching for rich media traffic.

The work in [78] attempts to generalize analysis of edge traffic by intro-

ducing a statistical framework (eXpose) capable of automatically learning

the communication rules of the protocols and applications operating in

the network. The framework does not need guidance in discerning the

rules and makes no prior assumptions about the current state of affairs

in the network, which makes it suitable for many present and future sce-

narios. In communication rule extraction, eXpose relies on the simple

idea that several flows consistently appearing together within a certain

time frame must be logically connected. Applying the framework to the

network traces collected at the edge, the authors managed to detect and

troubleshoot unexpected protocols and applications, malicious traffic and

infected hosts, and also configuration errors. Similarly to eXpose, [117]

employs a statistical approach to traffic classification. The authors chose

the perspective of an ADSL ISP and collected traces from three ISPs in

France. Their main motivation lied in decreasing the share of flows un-

recognized by deep packet inspection tools. The findings showed that the

developed technique worked well in a single location, but suffered from

over-fitting when applied in another network.

Two other works that analyze certain aspects of residential broadband

traffic are [91] and [92]. The former studies the malicious activity of end-

hosts such as contacting botnet command and control servers, scanning,

spamming, and visiting risky websites. It also considers the hosts’ se-

curity hygiene, which manifests itself in regularly downloading software

updates and deploying anti-virus software. The authors make an inter-

esting finding that maintaining good security hygiene does not correlate

strongly with the probability of an end user getting infected with mal-

ware. Instead, the deciding factor here seems to be the tendency of the

user to visit risky websites. Maier et al. [92] use some of the network

traces from [91] to study the prevalence of NAT usage among DSL sub-

scribers. The work relies on two methods of NAT detection: observing

packet TTL values and the HTTP user-agent header field. The finding

that 90% of DSL lines utilize NATs suggests that using IP addresses as

user identifiers is problematic.
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2.4.4 Miscellaneous

Households constitute the majority of Internet access consumers at the

edge. A modern home network usually consists of a modem, gateway or

router, and multiple devices sharing the connection. Interoperation of

these components may lead to unexpected consequences for the perceived

quality of service. To study the properties of such interoperation, the au-

thors of [38] created a testbed emulating a typical home network, con-

sisting of a gateway, a phone, a TV and two computers. The experiments

included multiple scenarios of combinations of active devices with both

Ethernet and Wi-Fi connectivity. The results suggest that performance of

the home network and especially competing traffic from several devices

has a high impact on end-to-end performance. Another common source

of performance degradation in home networks are modems, routers and

gateways. [65] experimentally evaluates several dozen widely available

home gateway devices in an attempt to categorize their protocol support

and implementation details. The authors observed no consistency in the

way the devices handle various aspects of the widely used transport and

network layer protocols. For instance, few devices honored IETF recom-

mended timeout values, which can lead to performance harming discrep-

ancies in protocol implementations among gateways and operating sys-

tem networking stacks.

Most of the research projects and commercial tools use a browser as a

platform for measuring performance of the edge network. Modern browsers

support several technologies that can be used for this purpose: JavaScript,

Flash, Java applet, etc. Since all of these have different restrictions, the

work in [125] focuses on exploring the feasibility of detailed home network

performance analysis with the most promising of the technologies—Java

applet. The authors succeeded in obtaining information about the user’s

machine configuration (operating system and browser versions), DNS set-

tings and performance, wireless connectivity, available bandwidth, and

high-level information about other devices present in the home network.

Netalyzr used the same approach, but featured many more performance

tests implemented using a Java applet.

The work in [37] suggests using another technology—UPnP—to collect

information about home devices. UPnP proved to be useful in determin-

ing such aspects as link capacity, presence of cross traffic, packet loss and

buffer sizes. However, the authors discovered that only a small fraction of
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home networks have UPnP gateways, and in many of those that do, UPnP

exhibited strange and bogus behavior. DiCioccio et al. [39] rely on both

Netalyzr and HomeNet Profiler to collect a wide range of measurements

about home networks. Unlike most other tools that run in a browser,

HomeNet Profiler is packaged as an executable JAR file, thus allowing the

researchers to access native operating system settings required for per-

forming specific types of measurements. In particular, the authors focus

on discovering the devices and services operating in the home network,

and analyzing the characteristics of Wi-Fi connections. Having collected

the data from more than 1600 homes in France, the authors observed a

high variation in the number of devices per home.

For many years network neutrality remained a hot topic of discussion.

At its core, the discourse revolved around the question of whether it is ac-

ceptable for the ISPs to treat various traffic types differently. For instance,

an ISP may want to allow more bandwidth for some application or even

fully block another. The question of network neutrality is most pressing

at the network edge since smaller ISPs are the ones most interested in

traffic differentiation, while end users in most cases oppose the notion of

throttling and, moreover, blocking any applications. In our work we pro-

filed ISPs by the number of blocked connections on Windows, MsSQL and

SMTP ports. We have also observed a few cases of interrupted downloads

of files with extensions .exe, .mp3 and .torrent. Dischinger et al. [41]

study network neutrality by focusing solely on BitTorrent blocking. Their

measurement methodology is very similar to Netalyzr—they use a Java

applet to emulate a BitTorrent flow. The authors identified evidence of

BitTorrent blocking for 8.2% of the users who ran the test. Blocking hap-

pened mostly in the USA and Singapore and was performed only by few

ISPs. Interestingly, in the vast majority of cases, the ISPs blocked only

upstream BitTorrent traffic, identifying it by BitTorrent messages, hint-

ing at the use of deep packet inspection for this purpose. In [141] the re-

searchers go even further and instead of focusing on a single application,

implement a general discrimination detection system capable of detecting

network neutrality violation, even without any a priori knowledge.

2.5 Summary

In this chapter we have covered the background material for network

measurements in general and our areas of interest in particular. We
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started by presenting the general aspects of network measurements: com-

mon goals, available vantage points, types of measurements, means and

tools for collecting network trace data, the requirements and best prac-

tices for a sound network measurement study, and finally, legal and ethi-

cal issues.

Next, we moved on to the core topic of this thesis, calibration of network

traces. We have described how we extend the notion of calibration as

compared with the conventional meaning employed in other areas of sci-

ence and technology. In application to network measurements, we have

provided the justification for the necessity of calibrating the collected net-

work traces as early as possible in the course of the research study. Then,

we described the main features of the iterative calibration methodology.

Finally, we made an extensive overview of the studies fully or partially

dedicated to calibration of network traces.

After presenting the general principles of calibration, we moved onto de-

scribing enterprise and edge network environments. For enterprise net-

works, we covered their general characteristics and structure, common

monitoring vantage points, traffic and user behavior characteristics, and

the ways of troubleshooting these networks. For edge networks, we pro-

vided the background and related work on their general characteristics,

as well as link and traffic properties.
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In this chapter we present the published contributions of this thesis and

give answers to the research questions stated in Section 1.1. The main

contribution is the methodology for conducting sound measurements in

enterprise and edge networks. In addition, we describe our efforts in the

analysis of TCP performance in an enterprise network and our findings

on the properties of edge connectivity. We conclude the chapter with some

open questions and suggestions for future work.

3.1 Data Collection in the Enterprise and at the Edge

In this section we present the designs of the capturing apparatus we used

to collect our datasets in the enterprise and edge environments. We also

compare the two enterprise capturing infrastructure designs and present

the advantages and disadvantages of each of them.

Before we could start recording network data in the enterprise, we had

to choose a vantage point for placing our monitoring hardware. Among

several alternatives such as end-hosts, switches, internal routers and bor-

der routers, we chose to deploy our measurement apparatus at the switch

level. Firstly, this offered us visibility of intra-subnet traffic inaccessible

for router-based monitoring, and secondly, the logistics of simultaneously

collecting data flowing to and from multiple machines was so much easier

compared to deploying monitoring infrastructure at the end-hosts. All in

all, we found that switch based monitoring is an economical and efficient

way of network trace capturing in an enterprise environment.

We performed the data collection procedure twice at Lawrence Berke-

ley National Laboratory (LBL)—a medium-sized enterprise with several

thousand hosts. We gathered the first round of data from October 2005

through March 2006, and the second round from November 2009 through
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Figure 3.1. LBL1 capturing infrastructure.

February 2010. The two sets of traces are similar in that they both cap-

ture switch activity, but are different in a number of important details. In

what follows we refer to the former and the latter collections of data as

LBL1 and LBL2.

In Figure 3.1 we demonstrate the apparatus we used to capture LBL1

traces in Publication I. First, we attached network taps to the Ethernet

cables connecting a production switch to the end-hosts. The taps act as

a splitter, mirroring all packets to our monitoring switch Cisco Catalyst

2970G. The monitoring switch gathered the incoming mirrored packets

into two batches each fed by 5 taps. Two tcpdump processes running on

a recording machine with two interfaces (em0 and em2) saved the batches

into their respective files on the hard disk. The LBL network operators

who assisted us in collecting the data moved the apparatus to a new set

of 10 ports every 24 hours. In total the LBL1 dataset consists of 50 pairs of

traces, with 869M packets and about 400 GB of payload.

Figure 3.2 shows that the LBL2 capturing infrastructure discussed in

Publication II is very similar to that of LBL1. Here we used a pair of

monitoring switches to record traffic flowing between a production switch

and the end-hosts. The first main difference from the LBL1 setup is that

we recorded each traffic direction separately. Thus, we ended up with a

pair of uni-directional traces containing the network activity of 10 switch

ports, while in LBL1 each trace in a pair contained the bi-directional activ-

ity of 5 ports. The second difference in LBL2was in tagging each monitored

port with a unique VLAN tag, unlike LBL1 where we multiplexed all ports.

In LBL2 we recorded 1625M packets totaling 957 GB of payload.
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Figure 3.2. LBL2 capturing infrastructure.

Each of the two capturing apparatus designs had its own strengths and

weaknesses. Multiplexing in LBL1 all monitored ports into one trace file

made it hard to distinguish the communication of an individual monitored

host. It also produced duplicates of broadcasted packets, which we had

to suppress in order to prevent skewing the results of our protocol mix

analysis. However, our choice to tag each monitored host with a unique

VLAN ID in LBL2 provided us with the ground truth for verifying some of

the duplicate suppression and topology calibration techniques developed

in Publication I. The uni-directional nature of LBL2 traces also enabled us

to easily figure out which of the two communicating hosts we monitor—in

LBL1 this was not straightforward, and became possible only after some

calibration effort.

However, the same benefit of having uni-directional traces also produced

a drawback. In LBL1 we recorded all packets in each flow in the correct

order. However, since in LBL2 we captured each flow direction with a sep-

arate tap, it became possible for the packets to get reordered. Such re-

ordering was manifested, for instance, in the TCP ACK packets appearing

before the respective data sequence packets. This happened because each

tap and the associated recording machine network interface had its own
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queues, and with more traffic in one direction the data packet could spend

more time in the queue, thus getting saved later than its ACK packet. We

discuss all the above issues in the next section, where we present the

results of calibrating both LBL1 and LBL2 datasets and validating the ac-

curacy of the calibration techniques using the ground truth obtained with

the LBL2 traces.

Now, turning to data collection in the edge environment, we present

the architecture of Netalyzr described in detail in Publication IV. Net-

alyzr is a network measurement and debugging service run on demand

by end-users. The Netalyzr architecture consists of a Java applet which

users run in their browser, and a backend service to which the applet con-

nects in order to measure various aspects of Internet connectivity. The

backend runs multiple servers used in the tests: an HTTP server, DNS

server, TCP and UDP echo server, bandwidth measurement server, path

MTU measurement server, etc. To ensure scalability, the number of hosts

running the backend service reached 20 during the high load periods. Fi-

nally, all the communication happening between the user’s browser and

the backend machines is recorded for further analysis both in the form of

human-readable logs and in tcpdump trace files.

3.2 Calibration of the Enterprise Dataset

We consider the methodology for collecting and calibrating measurements

in enterprise networks to be one of the main contributions of this thesis.

Our calibration efforts started in Publication I during our initial attempt

to analyze the LBL1 traces. Very soon we realized that the traces contain

artifacts which may skew or invalidate the analysis results. For instance,

since we aggregated the data from multiple the switch ports, we saw du-

plicates of a packet appearing very closely to each other in time. Had we

proceeded without dealing with the duplicates, their presence could have

heavily skewed the observed traffic mix.

Doing calibration for the LBL1 traces has taught us much about the way

we should capture and process switch network traces. Building on this ex-

perience, in Publication II we present a methodology for progressive and

iterative calibration of enterprise switch traces. Progressive calibration

postulates that the whole calibration effort should be split into stages,

with each stage reflecting an individual logical calibration procedure. Fur-

thermore, the stages are usually dependent on each other, i.e. successful
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execution of one stage makes it possible to perform the next stage. As for

the iterative nature of calibration—which we have already elaborated on

in Section 2.2.1—it implies that the researcher may often need to revisit

certain calibration tasks, even after they have been seemingly resolved.

Our experience with the LBL1 dataset led us to perform the first cali-

bration step of LBL2 in the form of initial sanity checks of the traces al-

ready during the data capturing process. In addition, we utilized the two

described earlier key differences in the LBL2 capturing apparatus to vali-

date many of the calibration techniques developed for LBL1. Also, several

problems with the LBL2 traces led us to consider new types of artifacts

not present in LBL1. Mostly, the calibration aspects we dealt with were

measurement induced, i.e. explicitly or implicitly produced by our mea-

surement infrastructure. In total, while working with the LBL traces,

we considered five calibration aspects: gain, loss, reordering, timing and

topology.

3.2.1 Measurement Gain

Measurement gain happened to be one of the first artifacts that we en-

countered. By the term gain we denote the appearance in the traces of

unwanted or erroneous entities such as additional packets. As we de-

scribed earlier, each LBL1 trace contains data from up to 5 network taps.

The production switch to which we attached the taps could, under certain

circumstances, broadcast a packet, thus creating in our traces multiple

copies of a single packet. The switch could do so for one of the following

reasons: the packet was destined for either the Ethernet broadcast or a

multicast address, or the switch’s forwarding table did not contain a rule

for mapping the MAC address in the packet to a proper switch port, and

therefore the switch needed to flood the packet to all ports. We call such

packet duplicates phantoms.

The problem with phantoms is that they can unduly skew the overall

traffic mix. Also, if we try to analyze the traces from the perspective of a

single end-host, the presence of multiple copies of a packet may be con-

fusing. For instance, the production switch will typically broadcast the

first packet in a flow if it has not seen any communication between the

two hosts for a certain period of time. In case of TCP this will be the SYN

packet, and so the TCP connection reconstruction engine will easily be

confused into believing that the connection originator has tried to initiate

several TCP connections, when in reality the originator has sent only one
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SYN packet. In the end, we would have been left with a wrong count of

failed TCP connections, for which only the SYN, but no other handshake

packets, were seen. To prevent these and other problems caused by phan-

toms, we made a decision to suppress packet duplicates.

The most naïve way to suppress the duplicates would be to simply scan

the trace packet by packet and discard all copies immediately following

the first instance of the packet. In reality, however, it may indeed happen

that a host sends several copies of the same packet (e.g. ARP) one af-

ter another, thereby eliminating additional true packets using the above

method. Thus, we decided to use time intervals between duplicates as

the basis for determining if the packet is a phantom. Initially, we tried a

15 usec threshold: we discarded a packet if it was within 15 usec of the

previous identical packet. Unfortunately, we discovered that the 15 usec

threshold was too narrow with many duplicates remaining unsuppressed.

Thus, we faced the task of determining a proper threshold.

The trade-off in the suppression threshold lies in the number of false

positives versus false negatives, i.e. packets that get flagged as duplicates,

when in truth they represent true network events and duplicate packets

that the suppression mechanism fails to discard. In this terminology the

15 usec threshold discussed above turned out to produce too many false

negatives. Thus, in order to estimate the proper value for the threshold,

we first needed to find packets for which we could be sure that there would

be no identical packets truly sent by a host. We called such packets sole-

sourced and identified them by extracting all Ethernet broadcast packets

that had only up to 5 appearances in the trace. Since broadcast packets

are always replicated by the switch, this gave us the guarantee that these

were indeed copies of a single packet sent only once in the trace. Next,

we analyzed time intervals between the sole-sourced packets and found

that 99.998% of them lie below 5 msec. To verify that this value is not

broad enough to produce multiple false positives, we counted the num-

ber of times we observed the same payload more than 5 times across all

broadcast packets. We found 150 such cases out of 7.8M unique broadcast

packet payloads (0.002%). Thus, we concluded that 5 msec was a thresh-

old with acceptably low false positive and false negative rates.

We used the 5 msec rule to suppress duplicates in the LBL1 traces, where

the above sole-sourced heuristics were the only way to determine the

rule’s accuracy. In LBL2, however, we had each packet tagged with a

VLAN ID, which provided a good opportunity for verifying the accuracy of
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the technique as a whole and of the threshold in particular. To do so, in

Publication II we repeated the sole-sourced based false positives estima-

tion only to find that their number jumped to 158K out of 12.1M unique

payloads (1.3%). This led us to rethink the suppression algorithm. We

proposed and compared three suppression schemes: (i) time-based only

used in Publication I; (ii) packet-based, where, in addition to the time

threshold, we also made sure that the suppression stops when the num-

ber of duplicates reaches the number of connected taps; and (iii) VLAN

ID-based, where upon hitting a repeating VLAN ID for the same packet,

we concluded that we had encountered another true packet. As expected,

both the second and the third algorithms decreased the number of false

positives. However, when putting this number into perspective, we found

that in about 99% of cases the original time-based only algorithm would

suffice.

To once again show the importance of phantom suppression, in Publica-

tion I we demonstrated the changes in relative protocol shares before and

after calibration. In many cases we found substantial differences, with

the largest change in the relative share of a protocol reaching 40%.

3.2.2 Measurement Loss

The second calibration aspect we tackled was the opposite of gain: mea-

surement loss. In general, measurement loss represents the failure of our

measurement apparatus to properly record a packet mirrored from its real

copy in the production network. Such loss can take place in a number of

places due to a variety of reasons. For instance, a cable tap may fail to

replicate a packet; the buffer at the measurement switch can fill up, lead-

ing to packet drops; similarly, NIC, PCI bus, kernel or tcpdump buffers

can become full; finally, even though unlikely, it is possible for the packets

to get corrupted due to transmission bit errors. Ideally we should try to

distinguish between these types of losses to pin-point the mechanism re-

sponsible for the bulk of missing packets. Unfortunately, in practice this

is very hard to do. Nevertheless, we should at least try to estimate the

amount of measurement loss in our traces. It is important to know the

degree of missing data since this builds up confidence in the validity of

our analysis results.

We try to detect measurement loss in Publication I and Publication II

using five different techniques. The first two methods, leveraging orphans

and phantoms, we apply only to LBL1. Since we gathered the LBL1 traces
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into contemporaneous pairs, we expect all broadcast packets to appear at

about the same time in each trace in a pair. We call the packet which

misses its pair an orphan. Counting orphans is a simplistic technique,

but nevertheless can provide us with a lower bound for the measurement

loss. We have found that about 50% of our trace pairs have no orphans,

and that there were only 797 orphans across all traces, which yields a

0.007% measurement loss rate. One of the benefits of measurement gain

is in allowing us to use phantoms in loss estimation. To do so, we de-

tected overall stable periods of replication level with a short-lived drop

by one duplicate. To elaborate, since multiplexing at the measurement

switch produces the number of duplicates equal to the number of active

monitored end-hosts, we can plausibly assume that the duplication level

would stay stable until one of the monitored machines is turned on or

off. Thus, a short-lived deviation, in the form of the replication level de-

creasing by one, would indicate a measurement loss event. We have found

that two-thirds of our traces contain such events, with the total loss rate

amounting to 0.08%.

The next two approaches to estimating the measurement loss ratio are

dependent on TCP dynamics. The TCP standard specifies that each data

sequence has to be acknowledged by the receiver. Therefore, failure to see

the acknowledgment indicates either an error in the TCP engine opera-

tion or a measurement loss event. Given the low plausibility of the former

explanation, we treat such occurrences as the latter. There are two ways

to estimate measurement loss using TCP flows: by counting the number

of acknowledged, but missing data packets and by counting the number of

missing bytes in these packets. We have found that there is a good agree-

ment between the loss rates derived from the number of packets and the

amount of bytes. And we have observed that the measurement loss rates

are on the same level for LBL1 and LBL2: the total ratio of missing bytes

across all trace files tops at 0.1-0.12% and rarely in an individual trace

does the loss rate exceed 1%.

The final source of measurement loss information is the tcpdump log out-

put. When recording the LBL2 traces, the LBL network operators saved

the log files before moving the measurement apparatus to the next set of

ports. We found this useful since tcpdump reports the number of packets

dropped by kernel during the capturing process. We have found that the

tcpdump loss rate and the rates derived from TCP acknowledge gaps are

close to each other on a per-trace basis.
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3.2.3 Measurement Reordering

Next, we turn to the measurement reordering aspect of calibration. We

have first discovered it when trying to quantify the degree of measure-

ment loss in the LBL2 traces. Upon manual inspection of several loss inci-

dents, we found out that in they fact constitute measurement reordering.

For instance, we observed TCP data packets coming immediately after

their respective acknowledgment packets. As we describe in Publication

II, measurement reordering in LBL2 is the consequence of recording each

direction of the traffic separately. In this scenario, it is feasible that the

two capturing channels would not produce perfectly aligned traces. For

example, at one moment, a buffer in one of the channels can contain more

packets than the other, which will lead to a delay in timestamping of the

packets in that buffer. It is impossible to fix the reordering for the pro-

tocols that have no order indicators in packet headers. However, there is

such information in TCP packets, and therefore we set out to reconstruct

the original packet order by flipping the positions of wrongly ordered data

packets with their respective ACKs. We have identified that roughly 6.9M

(0.5%) of all packets in LBL2 required flipping. After performing the flip-

ping procedure for these cases, we have found that there still were cases of

incorrect packet order, and therefore we had to run the procedure several

times until we were left with a handful of marginal cases where weird

end-host TCP behavior prevented us from determining the correct order-

ing of the packets in the TCP flow.

Calibration of measurement reordering can be used to demonstrate what

may happen if one does not engage in elaborate calibration of the traces.

If we had not performed the procedure described in this section, we would

have counted the reordered packets as measurement loss. Indeed, the ab-

sence of the correct TCP data packet before its respective ACK would be

indicative of a measurement gap. We have observed that after perform-

ing the flipping procedure, the apparent amount of measurement loss de-

creased significantly.

3.2.4 Timing Fidelity

One of the most important calibration aspects in many studies is tim-

ing fidelity as the time component plays a central role in many types of

analyses and, therefore, has a direct influence on their accuracy and cor-

rectness. In fact, we paid a lot of attention to timing fidelity in Publication
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I and Publication II. First, we performed simple consistency checks, such

as making sure that the timestamps progress monotonically in our traces.

We did this post-hoc for the LBL1 traces, and already in the phase of data

collection for LBL2. Next, we assessed the consequences of merging the

trace pairs into a single trace file. In the case of LBL1, we had two con-

temporaneous traces containing different sets of switch ports. For each

pair we identified sole-sourced packets and looked at the time difference

between the copies of each such packet with the goal of determining how

well the two traces in the pair were aligned with each other. We have

found as a result that the distribution of the time differences was sym-

metric, meaning that there was no process that would cause a systematic

shift for any of the recording pipelines. In absolute values, 99.8% of time

differences lay below 152 usec.

As we discussed earlier, in LBL2 each trace file in a pair contained uni-

directional traffic. Therefore, the consequences of merging a pair turned

out to be totally different and more problematic than in LBL1. We have al-

ready described how we dealt with measurement reordering, but did not

yet quantify the degree of timestamp shift that occurred after we had per-

formed the reordering procedure. To summarize the disturbance caused

by fixing the measurement reordering: out of 6.9M TCP packets that were

flipped, the flipping interval was below one millisecond in 98.9% of cases.

Next, in Publication II we delved deeper into the timing details of TCP

connections. We chose to study the fidelity of RTTs in TCP, because TCP

provides a natural way to calculate round-trip times. For a TCP hand-

shake consisting of SYN, SYN+ACK and ACK packets, one simply has to

measure the time elapsed from observing the SYN packet until recording

the ACK packet to get an RTT measurement. The big advantage of this

method is its independence of the exact vantage point position: since it

captures the full handshake cycle, it yields the same result whether the

vantage point is close to the sender or to the receiver. In the case of mea-

suring the RTT of the TCP data and its respective ACK packets, we have

to ensure that the vantage point was positioned close to the sender since,

otherwise, the measured value would not contain the time it took for both

packets to traverse the network.

Upon extracting RTTs for LBL1 TCP handshakes, we were puzzled by the

peculiar clustering the RTTs revealed. For both intra-subnet and inter-

subnet connections we observed sharp clustering of RTT values around

factors of 125 usec. The main question that arises here is whether such
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clustering is indeed a real network effect, e.g. emerging as a manifesta-

tion of an 8 KHz timer or is a consequence of our imperfect measurement

process. In trying to answer this question, we have split TCP handshakes

into components and study them separately, and have also checked inter-

arrival times between full-sized packets. To our regret we had to conclude

that the quantization in LBL1 must have been produced by our capturing

apparatus. This conclusion led us to the hypothesis that the apparatus

may have imposed the 125 usec timing precision, which unfortunately

turned out not to be the case since we observed multiple RTTs with val-

ues far from multiples of 125 usec. Fortunately, we have observed no signs

of a similar quantization phenomenon in the LBL2 traces.

Our ability in LBL2 to isolate the traffic from a single switch port and the

knowledge of what hosts we monitored allowed us to observe individual

TCP connections, while at the same time being aware of how close the

vantage point was to the connection originator or responder. We used this

opportunity to study the peculiar connections for which we monitored both

the originator and the responder. We have found 11.5K such flows, and

have called them double-monitored connections. The main benefit of such

flows lies in the ability to split the RTTs into components. For instance,

the time between the moments when a SYN packet is registered at the

vantage points close to the sender and then the responder, gives us the

network component of the delay. Similarly, the difference between the

timestamps of the SYN and the SYN-ACK packets, both observed at the

vantage point close to the responder, reflects how much time the end-host

spent processing the SYN packet and generating the SYN-ACK packet.

To our surprise, we have found network delays to be smaller than end-

host delays, suggesting that in a network with small latencies the TCP

engine processing contributes the bulk of the RTT.

Given the quantization effects present in LBL1 and the consequences of

fixing measurement reordering in LBL2, we had to conclude that in both of

our trace sets the timings smaller than 1 msec are unreliable. To obtain

high fidelity in the sub-millisecond range, one has to employ specialized

equipment and capturing process.

3.2.5 Topology

As the final calibration aspect of the enterprise switch traces, we tackled

network topology or layout. Seemingly, in a controlled environment such

as LBL, where the network administrators possess in-depth knowledge
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of the network’s structure and operation modes, one would not expect to

find much need for calibration. But our experience proved otherwise. Not

only in this and other cases is calibration worth doing to strengthen the

researcher’s confidence in the validity of the results and assert assump-

tions, but also when dealing with the topology information we were able

to discover network elements whose existence came as a surprise to the

LBL network operators.

In both Publication I and Publication II, we started topology calibration

by identifying the subnet boundaries in the LBL1 and LBL2 trace collec-

tions. Knowing the subnets is important for other types of analysis. For

instance, while assessing timing fidelity, we found it useful to split the

traffic into intra- and inter-subnet categories since intra-subnet traffic

does not include the effects produced by such complex devices as routers.

We found that the easiest way to identify the subnet boundaries was to

first single out the MAC and IP addresses of the internal routers. We

did so by extracting the MAC addresses of the hosts with IPs external

to LBL. Such packets necessarily had to be sent by the LBL routers and

would therefore have the router’s MAC address. Next, we removed all the

traffic involving the routers’ IP addresses and for the remaining traffic

calculated the smallest accommodating subnet ranges. In most cases the

subnets fell into /22 or /23 ranges. To corroborate our findings, we showed

them to the LBL network administrators, who confirmed that they are

largely correct, barring several cases where our subnets were too narrow

due to the inactivity of the hosts in the true broader range.

After determining the subnets we turned to identification of monitored

hosts. For LBL1 this was a non-trivial task, and we had to develop a heuris-

tic technique for this purpose. In short, we built a communication graph

with the hosts’ MAC addresses in the nodes, and starting from the router’s

MAC address colored the nodes green or red, alternating the color with

each step. Thus, the nodes in the red category belonged to the same class

of remote hosts as the router, and the green nodes were the hosts we mon-

itored. In LBL2 the task of extracting the monitored hosts was straightfor-

ward: we had to simply take the MAC addresses of the packet senders in

the the upstream direction. This gave us the ground truth for assessing

the accuracy of the graph coloring technique developed for LBL1. In LBL2 it

successfully identified 97% of monitored hosts. The 3% of false negatives

were mostly due to those hosts that had no or very little bidirectional com-

munication, thus virtually disconnecting them from the other hosts in the
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communication graph.

While determining the number of monitored hosts for LBL1 in Publica-

tion I, we stumbled upon a puzzling observation that a single trace file

seemingly had more monitored MAC addresses than the number of cap-

turing taps. We envisioned several mundane explanations for this effect

such as end systems possessing several MAC addresses or different hosts

being connected to the port at different times. However, after some con-

sideration we refuted these and other simplistic explanations. For in-

stance, we found it fair to conclude that ubiquitous use of several MAC

addresses by the same machine is an infeasible scenario. As for the hy-

pothesis of multiple machines getting connected and disconnected to the

port, we split each trace into 15-minute intervals and counted the number

of MAC addresses appearing together in each of the intervals. In almost

all the traces we have observed at least one interval where all the deduced

monitored hosts appeared together.

The only remaining feasible explanation was that some of the moni-

tored switch ports led to a hub or a switch which connected several hosts.

In Publication I we confirmed the existence of such hidden switches by

detecting ARP requests between pairs of monitored hosts not followed by

ARP replies. Such a pattern occurred since ARP requests are issued after

a long silence, and, therefore, the hidden switch would not have the re-

quested MAC address in its forwarding table and would therefore broad-

cast the ARP packet, which we would capture on the tapped link. How-

ever, the ARP reply would be sent directly to the requesting host via the

hidden switch, and so we would not observe it on the tap. This methodol-

ogy suggested that roughly 42 out of the 100 LBL1 traces contained hidden

switches. In LBL2 we also found more monitored hosts than the number of

taps. In this dataset, the presence of VLAN tags allowed us to obtain the

ground truth for the number of monitored hosts, but not the presence of

hidden switches. Though when applied to LBL2, the methodology that we

developed in Publication I yielded 51 out of the 102 traces with a hidden

switch, which is in good agreement with the results for LBL1.

All in all, we concluded that the comparison of the enterprise trace cali-

bration techniques developed in Publication I with the ground truth pro-

vided by LBL2 in Publication II suggested that the majority of them are

adequate and applicable in similar capturing setups.
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3.3 Calibration of the Edge Dataset

In Publication IV we dealt with a different environment than the one de-

scribed so far. Here we collected the traces at the edge end-hosts from all

over the world. The Netalyzr Java applet in the end-host’s browser ran a

number of tests between the end host and our servers. Unlike our enter-

prise traces, we not only stored tcpdump files here, but also recorded the

measurement session data in a custom format.

Even though the specific calibration tasks in Publication IV differed

from those in Publication I and Publication II, they nevertheless served

the same goal: to assert or refute the explicit and implicit assumptions

about the ways we collected and formatted the data. Also, calibration

helped in spotting subtle flaws and inconsistencies in the data capable

of partially skewing or completely invalidating our analysis results. The

main difficulty with the Netalyzr dataset lay in the broad range of mea-

sured parameters and in the vast variety of failure modes able to occur at

the edge of the wide area network or en route to our back-end servers.

Our extensive calibration efforts for the Netalyzr dataset included as-

sessing consistency for each of the tests the Java applet ran, which com-

prised checking the ranges of the measured variables, spotting the im-

possible values, investigating and explaining the outliers, detecting am-

biguous or outright bogus values, ensuring that mutual exclusiveness is

honored, and that fractions add up to the correct total. In addition we

made sure that the restrictions imposed by the specifics of the Netalyzr

test are reflected and honored in the data point values. Finally we in-

vestigated the measured parameters for systematic errors. To our relief

we did not identify any major flaws, barring minor inconsistencies and

ambiguities.

One more calibration aspect we dealt with in Publication IV was mea-

surement biases, which are undesirable due to their ability to skew the

results towards a particular user population group. In our data we con-

firmed five major biases: referral, ISP, OS, browser, and DNS resolver.

The users of Netalyzr discovered the service through technical blogs and

news aggregation websites, which created the referral bias. This in turn

spurred the ISP bias since some of the users chose to run the Netalyzr

tests to investigate the specific problems of several of the ISPs discussed

in the blog posts. Since the audience of such blogs is mostly technically

savvy people, we faced the “geek bias”, which manifested itself in the dis-
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tribution of OS and browser usage different from that of the general pop-

ulation of the Internet. And finally, technical users often choose to use

OpenDNS or Google DNS as their resolvers instead of the default ISP’s

DNS resolvers. There is not much we could do to fix the above biases be-

sides reporting them to the reader. Nevertheless, we utilized the biases

for studying some of the reported problems of specific ISPs.

3.4 Analysis of the Datasets

Having finished the calibration of our traces, we continued to the analysis

stage. As with calibration, our analysis comprises two major parts: the

first concerning the enterprise environment and the second focusing on

the Internet edge.

3.4.1 Enterprise Network Measurements

As the first step of the analysis of the enterprise dataset, we have stud-

ied the locality properties of the traffic. Specifically, in Publication I we

have divided the traffic of LBL1 into three locality classes: intra-subnet,

inter-subnet, and external. Intra-subnet traffic includes the flows that

stay strictly inside a broadcast domain. Inter-subnet flows are those that

traverse the internal LBL routers, and in detecting such flows we used the

knowledge of the subnet boundaries derived during the topology calibra-

tion step. And unlike the two previous locality classes, the external traffic

had one of the communicating end points outside of the LBL, so identify-

ing such flows was easy for us since we knew the IP ranges allocated to

the LBL. In studying traffic locality we calculated the ratio of the flows

staying inside a subnet or within the enterprise. In particular, we tried

to determine if the traffic locality distribution has a clear and consistent

pattern across many subnets. Such knowledge could prove useful for the

network engineers in designing the network architecture.

Our findings suggest high variance in the relative shares of the traffic

locality classes in different traces. For instance, while in some traces more

than 95% of the traffic stays within the subnet, in the others we observe

the contrary, with the same percentage of packets flowing to other sub-

nets. Next, we briefly drilled down to the protocol mix in the localities. As

expected, the external traffic consisted mostly of TCP. In the inter-subnet

communications, UDP slightly prevails with a median share of 58% across
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the traces. Inside the subnet, the shares of TCP and UDP range from 1%

to 99%, thus yielding no clear pattern. Interestingly, we have also ob-

served a significant portion of non-IP traffic in the intra-subnet locality (a

median of 29%). The main non-IP protocols were ARP, LLC and IPX.

As the next step in our analysis of the enterprise traces, in Publication

III we turn to the study of TCP performance in LBL1. First, we make

a high-level overview of the TCP connection termination statuses. We

set the goal of finding out how often the connections succeed in being es-

tablished and terminated properly, and if they fail, then with what sta-

tus. We defined and derived the statuses of the TCP connections using

Bro [111]. For instance, we denote by SF the connections that saw full

SYN handshake and FIN termination sequences, and by REJ the connec-

tions that had a SYN packet immediately followed by a RST packet from

the responder. In total we observed 13 various connection states. The SF

connections constituted 58% of all connections in LBL1, but the proportion

varied considerably from trace to trace. We found REJ to be another signif-

icant connection status: it amounted to 30% of all connections. However,

roughly 80% of these rejected connections originated from a single host,

which turned out to be a legitimate security scanner deployed by the LBL

network operators.

Further, we ventured into characterizing the application level traffic

mix, the distribution of size and the locality scope of the TCP connections.

The most prevalent applications by the number of bytes and connections

in LBL1 were HTTP, NetBIOS, NFS, EPMapper, SSH, Portmap, Dantz

backup service, and Warewulf Security Monitor. We have also observed

a significant number of connections on non-standard ports that we failed

to identify. Interestingly, the distribution of the application prevalence in

terms of bytes and number of connections is unbalanced, i.e. typically an

application type can be heavy either in number of bytes or number of con-

nections, but not both. We have also found variance in the locality scope:

some of the applications predominantly stay inside a subnet, some mostly

communicate across subnets, and some do both. To give a high-level con-

nections’ size characterization, the median amount of bytes transferred

per connection was 2 KB, and the distribution is highly skewed: 15 flows

(or 0.004% of all flows) were responsible for transferring 57% of all the

bytes in our traces. The percentage rises to 90% if we consider the top 160

flows.

As a final step in analyzing the enterprise traffic, we go through a num-
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ber of TCP performance characteristics. We found only 583 TCP packets

with checksum errors, which most likely originated from isolated hard-

ware malfunctions. We observe reordering based on IP ID sequence num-

bers in 0.1% of connections, which is nearly negligible compared to the

analogous numbers reported for wide-area traffic. 0.5% of the flows con-

tained retransmissions, with the majority experiencing no more than three

retransmitted packets per flow. We found the median and the 99th per-

centile of maximum flight size—the biggest distance between the sender’s

outstanding sequence number and the acknowledgment point—to be 214

and 5296 bytes respectively. Assuming the average bandwidth-delay prod-

uct of 12.5 KB in the enterprise network, this finding hints at bandwidth

under-utilization. As for the flow rates, 50% of the connections turned out

to be faster than 100 KBps, with the transfers inside subnets an order of

magnitude faster than the inter-subnet flows.

3.4.2 Edge Network Measurements

In Publication IV we cover a wide range of characteristics of the edge host

Internet connections performance. The Netalyzr tool allowed the users to

test the quality of their Internet connection and learn about its various

properties by running a Java applet in their browser. In the process of

executing the tests, we have collected the data from the measurement

sessions. In total we have obtained 130,000 such sessions from 99,000

unique public IP addresses all over the world.

We started by looking at the multiple network-layer properties of the

traffic. We see a wide-spread use of NATs, 90% of all sessions indicated

their presence. 30% of the NATs use port renumbering, in 90% of cases

performing it in a monotonically increasing fashion. IPv6 support is scarce:

only 4.8% of hosts were IPv6-enabled. Further, we have spotted problems

with IP fragmentation, with 8% of hosts not able to properly send 2000

byte UDP packets. Across all the ISPs, the average download and upload

bandwidths were 6.7 Mbps and 2.7 Mbps respectively. We observed the

highest download bandwidth in the sessions which, according to the user

reports, ran in their place of work, the lowest in public spaces, with home

networks in the middle. We also saw the evidence of packet replication in

2% and reordering in 33% of sessions in the download tests.

An interesting topic we pursued with the Netalyzr dataset was that of

the network uplink buffering. To infer the buffer capacity, we send a burst

of UDP packets with the intent of filling up the buffer. Then the sustained
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sending rate multiplied by the delay gives us the uplink buffer capacity.

Following this path, we observe multiple cases of excessing uplink buffer-

ing, with the common buffer sizes equal to a power of two (e.g. 128 KB

or 256 KB). Buffers of such size can lead to significant additional latency.

For instance, with a 1 Mbps uplink the full buffer will induce a latency

over 1 sec, and even with a high-speed uplink connection of 8 Mbps, the

latency will be 250 ms.

Next, we turn to services reachability as manifested by blocking, prox-

ying and caching connections. We observe wide-spread blocking of Net-

BIOS, SMB, RPC and MsSQL ports, all likely due to security measures.

Also wide-spread SMTP blocking is usually implemented to prevent spam

sending. Apparent FTP blocking is most likely explained by the inabil-

ity of simple NATs to handle separate FTP data and control connections.

HTTP connections revealed proxying in 8.4% of sessions. Many of these

connections had an in-path HTTP proxy, and some of them had a proxy

explicitly configured in the browser. Caching of an image happened fairly

rarely: it manifested itself only in 5.1% of sessions.

We devoted much effort to the DNS measurements, investigating the

properties of glue policy, AAAA queries, EDNS, MTU, NXDOMAIN wild-

carding, DNS proxies, and reliability of resolving the important DNS names.

In 21% of sessions, resolvers accepted glue records from the Additional

field, and in 25% of session they accepted A records corresponding to

CNAMEs. IPv6 queries are clearly on the rise, but their number is still

fairly small: we observed them in 13% of sessions. Of the sessions, 52%

had EDNS-aware resolvers and 49% had DNSSEC enabled. NXDOMAIN

wildcarding was present in 29% of sessions. In only 1.3% of sessions did

we deduce an in-path DNS proxy, with many NATs also containing a DNS

proxy. We tested DNS reliability by resolving well-known domain names.

We found low general DNS reliability, likely due to packet loss, but high

reliability for the DNS authorities.

As a final analysis in Publication IV, we do the detailed ISP character-

ization of the top 20 ISPs in the Netalyzr dataset. For each ISP, we cal-

culated the amount of port blocking per protocol, the presence of different

types of DNS wildcarding, and use of PPPoE.
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3.5 Open Questions and Future Work

Having recapped the main results of our publications, we now discuss the

possible directions of future research and the open questions raised by our

work.

In Publication I, Publication II and Publication IV, we have explored

calibration in enterprise and edge networks. We have limited our efforts

to only a few specific ways of collecting the data, and therefore merely

scratched the surface. There are numerous other types of networks where

one can collect network traces that will no doubt require calibration. Our

experience suggests that, at least in part, the required calibration actions

will be dictated by the specifics of the network environment and the cap-

turing apparatus. Thus, one of the future research directions is to explore

calibration in other types of networks. Even more interestingly, one could

pursue the challenging open question of identifying those common cali-

bration modes that are largely independent of the capturing environment

and are, therefore, applicable in a multitude of scenarios. If one succeeds

in deriving such systematic calibration aspects, then it will become pos-

sible to implement automated calibration tools that will contribute to the

overall correctness of networking research studies.

Even though in Publication III we have engaged in the analysis of TCP

functioning in enterprise networks, we have merely provided a high-level

overview. It is clear that after finishing the calibration, we can now use

our traces to go much further in characterizing TCP dynamics in the en-

terprise environment. The goal here would be to uncover unusual details,

artifacts and inefficiencies of the TCP protocol. Such findings could poten-

tially lead to adjusting the TCP standard to better suit modern networks.

Enterprise networks usually have high throughputs (e.g., in our traces

we saw 100 Mbps or 1 Gbps connectivity) which, even with low latencies,

would lead to high bandwidth-delay products. It would, therefore, be in-

teresting to determine whether the current TCP implementations succeed

in saturating the channels in enterprise networks.

Another important research direction that remained unexplored in our

study of enterprise networks is the use of wireless connectivity. Nowa-

days, many companies install Wi-Fi access points, and the vendors of mo-

bile devices and laptops incorporate Wi-Fi support into their products.

All of this makes wireless networking an important factor in enterprise

and other environments. The network operators at LBL informed us that
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during the period when we captured our traces this institution was not

providing wireless network connectivity. We are confident, however, that

collecting wireless traces would also raise some interesting calibration

questions. Moreover, studying such traces would provide a valuable in-

sight into the composition of wireless traffic, its usage modes and perfor-

mance issues.

Our work in Publication IV covered a wide range of edge connectivity

tests. But the list is by no means comprehensive. For instance, we can

extend the support for more elaborate testing of IPv6 connectivity, DNS,

path MTU and future protocols as they emerge. Another open question

is illuminating the internals of home networks. One can also implement

similar in spirit automated tests for environments other than the edge.
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4. Conclusions

Internet and network measurements in the past two decades have emerged

as a powerful tool for monitoring, troubleshooting and improving the In-

ternet and its various parts. Researchers and network engineers have

performed numerous measurements in multiple locations ranging from

end-hosts to enterprise gateways to backbone routers. Doing this has

yielded a valuable insight into the details of how the networks operate,

illuminated existing inefficiencies and suggested paths for enhancing the

infrastructure and the protocols.

Performing sound network measurements and deriving robust results is

no easy task. First, the researcher has to carefully design the capturing

apparatus. Then, after the data has been collected, it is often necessary to

validate its consistency and do sanity checks. Finally, the researcher has

to analyze the data and draw significant and novel conclusions.

In this thesis we studied all of the three above steps in two distinct types

of networks: in a medium-sized enterprise and at the Internet edge. In

the process we pursued three high-level goals: developing a robust way for

collecting network traces, proposing a methodology for calibrating them,

and, finally, analyzing the calibrated traces.

In the enterprise network we conducted two rounds of data collection

from the switches. We structured the way we recorded each round of the

network traces in a different way. The differences in the second dataset

provided us with the ground truth for validating the efficiency of the cali-

bration efforts we developed while working with the first dataset.

We consider the proposed methodology for calibrating enterprise net-

work traces to be one of the main contributions of this thesis. In total,

we considered five calibration aspects: measurement gain, measurement

loss, measurement reordering, timing, and topology. Using the second

dataset and the ground truth it provided, we demonstrated that, overall,
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our calibration algorithms performed well, thus proving the usefulness

and robustness of our methodology.

Having properly calibrated the datasets, we turned to the analysis of

the TCP dynamics in the enterprise environment. First, we provided a

high-level characterization of TCP connection statuses by calculating the

number of successful, rejected and reset connections. Next, we did an

overview of connection characteristics such as size, duration and rate.

And as the last step, we studied the performance of TCP flows by cal-

culating the amount of retransmissions, out-of-order deliveries, corrupted

packets and channel utilization.

For the second networking environment—the Internet edge—we have

developed a connectivity performance measuring tool. With end users

running the tool in the browsers on their home and work machines, we

have collected measurement sessions from all over the world. For this

dataset we have performed calibration in the form of high-level checks of

data consistency and sanity. Further, we analyzed the multiple perfor-

mance characteristics of the edge connectivity.

We believe that the contributions described in this thesis will prove use-

ful to the community. We trust that our demonstration of the importance

of calibration in performing sound network measurements will convince

researchers to engage in more thorough calibration of their data. We also

hope that the foundations laid down in this thesis will mature into the

methodology of systematic calibration of network traces in diverse net-

work environments.
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